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ON the SMALLER POLYGONAL CELLS of the GREY MATTER

of the SPINAL CORD.

By J.H.Harvey Pirie, B.Sc. M.B. Ch.B-

Whilg engaged, in assisting Dr Alexander"Bruce

in the enumeration of the cells of the Intermedio-

lateral Tract of the Spinal Cord, I was struck by a
(1)

statement of Argutinski's that in the middle cell

columns there was a regular and sharply defined seg¬

mentation. Although not at that time studying par¬

ticularly the middle cells, I had observed them fair¬

ly closely as they came into near relationship with

the intermedio-lateral tract, and this segmentation

had not been seen. At Dr Bruce's suggestion, there¬

fore I took up the study of the middle cells of the

spinal cord, particularly with regard to their ar¬

rangement and distribiition in the various segments,

at the saffre time noting the character of the inter¬

medio-lateral tract, but leaving aside the cells of

Clarke's column and the motor cells of the anterior-

cornua except in so far as they came into relation¬

ship with the cells under consideration and had to be

' ^("On a regular Segmentation in the Grey Matter of

the Spinal Cord in the New-born and on the

Middle Cells",(Arch. f. mikros. Anat., xlviii,
1897, p. 496)



discriminated, from them* With the exception of

Argutinski, no one, so far as I am aware, has made

any Special study of the distribution and arrange-
(2)

ment of the middle cells. Waldeyer first described

these cells and recognised them as a separate and

distinct group, naming them t^e "Mittelzellen.w

He cites in his paper(p. 124) several authors (Goll,

Lopkhart 'Clarke, Beisso, Beaunis et Bouchard, Ober-

steiner, and Krause) who had mentioned them inciden¬

tally, but without giving any details Of their dis¬

tribution or specially naming them. From Waldeyer's

own description of them (p. 94, and also under the

Separate levels of the cord described in detail) the

following notes are taken. "The middle cells are

found at the junction of the anterior and posterior

cornua, but expecially in the former. They are

small and medium sized polygonal cells which stain

faintly, and they are arranged sometimes in a fairly

Compact group, or sometimes are more loosely scattered

over a wider area. They are never so closely aggre¬

gated as are the cells of Clarke's column or those

of the intermedio-lateral tract (SeitehhOrnzellen),

(2)
Das Gori11a-Ruckenmark : Abhand. der konig. Akad.

der Wissenschaft zu Berlin, 1888.



"but they are close enough to "be regarded, especially

in the upper cervical region, as a special nucleus

of cells. Their situation varies somewhat in the

different regions of the cobd. As a group they are

most distinct in the upper cervical region. They

lie here closely compacted to the outer side of, or

a little in front of?Clarice's column (Pigs, la, 2b)
In the lower cervical region (Figs 2a?3a) they form
a less distinct group near Clarke's column, but quite

internal to the postero-lateral motor group. In

the upper dorsal region they are also abundant (Pigs.

4a?6a). They are situated laterally and even some¬

what posteriorly to Clarice's column, extending into

the posterior horn and into the scattered pells of

the anterior column without a distinct limit. They

are always quite distinctly internal to the margin

of the grey matter. With the growth of Clarke's,

column in the dorsal cord the middle cells become

fewer. In the lower dorsal region (Figs. 7a 7b,8a),
they again become more numerous, no ldngen form a\

distinct group but are more in their former position

on the outer or ahtero-external aspect of Clarke's

Column in great numbers. Similarly in the lumbar

cord, though less abundantly developed (Pigs, 9a,' '

9b, 10a). In the sacral cord (Pig. 11a), there is

a group of cells which from thein character and



situation are probably middle cells, "but at this level

no characteristic distribution of the various cell-

groups is recognisable." Waldeyer was unable to
connect these middle cells with any special nerve

fibres. Many of the posterior root fibres, he says,

approach them, but there is no special connection

between them.

Waldeyer's description of some of the other

Small cells of the Spinal cord may also be referred to

here. His account of the intermedio-lateral tract is
(3)

sufficiently referred to in Bruce's paper on that tract

The cells which he calls scattered cells (Zerstreuten-

zellen €•) fOrm no definite group. They are situated

(1) in the anterior horns; (2) in the neighbourhood

of the central canal; (3) in the Rolandic substance

of the posterior horn; (4) in the white matter. With

the exception of the latter which often attain a con¬

siderable size, they are small or medium sized cells

and always multipolar. In the Rolandic substance

they occur only singly. The others may be numerous."

Those in the anterior horn and in the neighbourhood of

the central canal I have not' been able definitely to

separate from the middle cells, and have included them

in my descriptions of that group. But for clearness

(3)
(Trans. Roy. Soc. Edin., Vol.xlv, Part 1, No. 5).



the small oells in the anterior horn are sometimes

referred to as the"scattered cells"? those in the

neighbourhood of the central canal as the Para-central

group - using a term introduced by Onuf and Collins
while the cells in the white matter - chiefly in the

neighbourhood of the lateral horn - are referred to
(5)

as Outlying cells, or Outliers.

The Posterior Horn Cells "lie posterior to the

level of the hindmost part of Clarke's column* They

do not form any well-marked group and are not always

present. Pour classes of them may be distinguished :

(l) Basal; (2) Central; (3) Inner Marginal; (4)
Outer Marginal. They are seldom or never all present

together and are never in large groups, often only

single cells or at"most 2-3 cells. In shape they

vary greatly, but a long, narrow spindle-shape is the

most frequent. In size they vary from small to quite

large cells, those on the median margin being largest

Most, if not all, are multipolar, though some may be

bipolar. The Basal cells lie immediately behind

Clarke's column, Middle cells and Lateral horn cells;

the Central cells in the Posterior horn nucleus; the

Marginal cell on the inner and outer-borders respective

ly of the posterior horn* the inner or median being

(4)
(Sympathetic Nervous System 1900.)

(^Sherrington: Outlying Cells in the Mammalican
Spinal Cord, Phil. Trans. Roy. Sod. Lond., 1890)



apparently the more abundant." Waldeyer did not suc¬

ceed in connecting these cells with any nerve "bundles.

I have "been puzzled how to describe them in the foetal

cord. They are not numerous, and not always present;

sometimes they can "be classified according to Waldeyer

subdivisions, hut very often I found it impossible to

separate and distinguish them from the reticular group

of the Intermedio-lateral tract on the one hand, and

from the Middle cells on the other. In appearance anc

size they are all much alike, and as regards position,

the outer marginal might he simply a continuation hack-

ward of the reticular group, while the hasal and some-
OAvs.

times even the more central and inner marginal

directly continuous as a group with the middle cells.

Certain cells which 1 speak of as "Large Posterior

Cells" have been particularly noticed. They may be

present in the region of any one of Waldeyer»s pos¬

terior cells hut are remarkable for their large Size,

being very like the anterior motor Cells in both size

and shape.* Onuf and Collins (I.e. p. 140) define

the paracentral group t'as Situated ventrad of Clarke's

solumn, on each side of the central canal. The longi¬

tudinal sections (in the cat) show the group to be

segmentally arranged in cell nests. The cells are :

much smaller than the average anterior horn cells but

show some analogy in their chromatic structure. They



are mostly spindle, shaped. In man this group seems

to have lost its individuality and to form part of

Clarke's column except in certain levels (upper dorsal

and middle sacral) where a cell group is seen which

apparently corresponds to the paracentral group al¬

though situated considerably more lateral than in the

cat." I have not been able to separate this group

from the middle cells and use the term simply as a

topographical one. On p. 142 they speak of the cells

of the intermediate zone (evidently the middle cells)

as "for the most part small, approaching in shape and

structure the cells of the lateral horn and of the

paracental group. Many are exquisitely multipolar^'
aside from the small cells a limited number of large

ones are seen. Some of them make the impression of

being cells of Clarke's column which have strayed away

into the intermediate field. Such cells are en¬

countered chiefly in the dorsal part of the zone des¬

cribed. Others are typically multipolar. The large

cells;.are for the most part scattered irregularly, but

in some sections they are collected into a group."

Argutihski's observations must now be referred

td. His description of the middle cells of the new¬

born is fuller than that of Waldeyer but differs from

his in several points. In particular he finds a

regular and sharply defined segmentation of the



middle cell column "but limits the system to the dor-
e^ci ■

sal portion^ After a careful and thorough examina¬
tion of the spinal qord "both in longitudinal sections

and in transverse sections - including serial sections

of a complete spinal cord - I am convinced that this
group

segmentation of the middle cell does not exist, and

further that what Argutinski has described is the

segmentation of the reticular group of the intermedio-

lateral tract.

To explain this difference of opinion I must giv

some of Argutinski's paper at greater length :(p« 505)

"If we take a longitudinal section in front of the

central canal, or of the central part of Clarke's

column, 'we see in the lateral parts of the'grey matter

somewhat inwards from the lateral columns groups of

Small cells of somewhat similar sine in a row parallel

to the long axis of the cord - groups which go through

the whole length of our sections, without any connec¬

tion between each other and separated by approximately

similar intervals .... They lie in the outer

third of the grey matter, sometimes nearer the lateral

sometimes nearer the median border of this third.

Although always near the margin of the grey matter yet

the cell groups never lie directly against the lateral

columns." (p. 506) "If we compare the vertical

8



intervals between the cell groups with the depth of
the groups themselves we find that the distance be¬
tween the neighbouring groups is markedly greater

than the longitudinal diameter of the groups them¬

selves." (p.507) "These cell groups are to be

found uniformly throughout the whole dOrsal region

but they are confined to it. With -the appearance

of the motor cell columns characteristic of the''

lumbar enlargement our cell groups completely dis¬

appear .... At the commencement of the cer¬

vical enlargement in the region of D 1, after the

appearance of the motor cell columns characteristic

of this enlargement, the cell groups do not immediate¬

ly cease, but they extend a little beyond the margin

of the dorsal cord*" (pp« 508, 509, 510) "FrOm the

longitudinal sections we might suspect that they had

to do with the so-called lateral horn cells. Al¬

though indeed according to their position in transverse
<yyjr£

Sections, they must lieAvery far from the lateral
horn cells, yet the results of longitudinal section

shew that they can be no lateral horn cells. First¬

ly because our cell groups do not extend quite to the

lateral column whilst the lateral horn cells are on

the extreme margin of the grey matter and even extend

into the white matter, and secondd^because in our pre¬
parations the real lateral horn cells are to be found

only at frontal levels in front of the central canal,



while our cell group is to he found more dorsally,

about the level of the posterior commissure or even

still further dorsally. Conclusions as to their

position and systematic arrangement are only possible
from transverse sections. In many transverse sec¬

tions we find on both sides of the grey matter,
parts

towards the back and medium of the lateral horn cells,
A

a pretty sharply defined group of not very numerous

cells, characterised both by its position and by the
direction of its cells. We note at once that this

cell group is absent in many transverse sections on

one side or the other. Also here and there the

lateral horn cells are absent on one side - very rare¬

ly on both sides at once - but the absencd of our

group is much more frequent. Our cell group, found

in the middle region of the grey matter between the

anterior and posterior horns, belongs to the category

named by Waldeyer "Mittelzellen", and will be referred

to as middle cells and middle cell-groups. To the

same middle region of the grey matter belong the late¬

ral horn cells which probably cannot be distinguished

functionally from the middle cells. The middle cells

are found always in the neighbourhood of the lateral

horn cells, sometimes close to, sometimes further from

them. As a rule they lie near the curve inwards of

the middle region of the grey matter at its junction



with the posterior horn; in other cases they lie

nearer to the lateral horn, and to its cells, some¬

times quite close to them or even in direct contact

with them, so that it seems as if the middle cells

had "become joined with the lateral horn cells. In

some cases the middle cells ate no longer to "be found

in the position cited "but lie more or less medially.

That the groups lying in that position are none other

than our middle cells is shown "by this - that all

transitions may "be found "between these two positions,

and that except the middle cell groups and the columns

of lateral horn cells, we know of no other separate

cell groups either on transverse section or on frontal

section in the middle region of the grey matter of

the dorsal cord, "but only of isolated cells. Further

we have the circumstance that if the cell group is
cell

seen lying closer to the median line the middle group

is absent from its usual place.

If we might draw a conclusion as to the'origin

and changes of position of the middle cell group, with¬

out having investigated the stages of development of

the human cord, we might take it that the middle cell

group sometimes Wanders from the middle region of the

grey matter near the central canal towards the lateral

region of the same, and sometimes even takes up its

position definitely in the anterior horn cell columns

and Clarke's column:-"



(pp. 512, 513, 514) "To understand the middle

cells we should go further into the lateral horn cells

First let us take them in frontal longitudinal sec¬

tions. Contrary to the middle cells, the columns of

which we found without exception in every series of

frontal longitudinal sections to "be quite regularly

segmented, we find in a section which goes through the

tip of the lateral horn, that the lateral horn cells

are usually in a more or le$s uninterrupted cell

column which not only extends to the margin of the

lateral horn, hut goes partly into the lateral column

of the white matter. Whilst in a frontal section of

this kind we usually find little or no interruption

in the lateral cell column, we may find in some of the

following frontal sections which lie more ventrally,

or more often in those lying more dorsally alternating

swellings and diminutions in the parts of the lateral

horn cell column in question, or even interruptions,

often many in number and at more or less uniform in¬

tervals. These results in the lateral horn Cell

Column can in no way he considered as uniform with

the sharply defined segmentation of the middle cell

column in frontal longitudinal sections. If we con¬

sider the lateral horn cells in transverse sections

we see that they are distinguished in many respects

from the middle cells. First in their direction :



In "both this is a horizontal one, "but whilst the

lateral horn cells are mostly directed laterally, the

middle cells, if in their usual site, are directed

from in front outwards- and "backwards so that the dire

tions of the middle cells on the two sides of the
open

spinal cord form an angle^posteriorly. Secondly we
note that while the shape of both series of cells is

more or less elliptical or spindle-shaped, the later¬

al horn cells are more flattened and narrower, the

middle cells being broader and more protoplasmic .

. In sagittal longitudinal sections we see

the middle cell groups sharply isolated from each

other, as small masses of cells at uniform distances

from "each other, but found in fewer sections than in

the frontal series. But in a consecutive series of

sagittal longitudinal sections we meet yet another

longitudinal chain of cell groups just in the neigh¬

bourhood of the middle cell groups. This is the

column of lateral horn cells. It not infrequently

lies in one and the same section as the middle cell

group, somewhat more laterally and to the front of

the latter. On account of this position,one does

not as a rule, when the section is exactly sagittal,
find both cell columns in one section. Either one

sees the lateral horn cell column on,ly or the middle

cell group only, the other being absent or repre¬

sented only in fragments here and there.



If the lateral horn cell column "be followed in

a series of sagittal longitudinal sections, from the
lateral column to the middle line we find as we near

longitudinal
the lateral horn first one or two rows of single cells,

like pearls on a chain, arranged "between the longi¬
tudinal fibres of the lateral column. Then we come

first into the region of the grey matter of the late¬

ral horn, then to its "basis and finally into the wide

lateral field of the middle region of the grey sub¬

stance. When we reach the lateral horn cell column

we note in a few consecutive sections that this column

has without doubt also a segmentation, and indeed a.

better one than in frontal longitudinal sections.

The single cell nests of the lateral horn cell column

are indeed larger than those of the middle cell group

but the intervals between the centres of the two

groups are uniform both in the lateral horn cells and

in the middle cells, so that both columns form chains

which possess the same number and the same dispositior

Of cell groups. The varying size of the cell groups

which have uniform intervals between their centres

makes it clear that the free spaces between the two

cell groups must be different in the.two columns;

naturally it is smeller in the lateral horn cell

column; indeed it may be so small that in the latera:

horn oell column one group may extend directly to the

14



next group. If, as ws find in certain sections,
there is a distinct transition of one group into

another, then instead of a row of cell nests, we have
a more or less uninterrupted column of cells. This

grouped character is more clearly marked in the medial
that of the uninterrupted sequence of cells in the

lateral sections of the lateral horn cell column."

It will he seen from these extracts that

Argutinski's description of the double chain of seg¬

mented cell-columns is based principally on longi¬

tudinal sections, but that, as he himself says, con¬

clusions as to their position can only be drawn from

transverse sections. That this double chain exists

I fully admit, but I hold that it is formed of the

two constituent groups of the intermedio-lateral tract

and not of the middle cells and lateral horn cells,

and further that Argutinski's description of the

middle cells as seen in transverse section is in most

points an excellent description of the reticular cell

group. Waldeyer, as is pointed out in Bruce's paper,

included the reticular group in his "Seitenhornsellen.

Argutinski does not do so - he only includes the

apical group of the intermedio-lateral tract under

that heading, and he states categorically that "our

cells can be no lateral horn cells." In both points



T think tie Is in error. If throughout his paper we

read for "Seitenhornsellen" apical cells, or apical

group, and for "Mittelzellen", reticular cells or
r

reticular group, we get an,, excellent description of

the intermedio-lateral tract. To show that this is

so I have enumerated "below in a short tabular form

the points of agreement between Argutinski^s "Middle

cells" and the reticular group as described by Bruce

and by myself in this paper. I shall also point out

where the descriptions differ and endeavour to explain

how these differences have arisen.

Points of Agreement :

(1) Longitudinal limitation of the group. Almost

exact agreement, though both Bruce and myself

find it rather lower than Argutinski does.

(2) Lying in the outer third of the grey matter.

(3) Very near to the lateral horn cells (apical

group), sometimes even in direct contact with

them.

(4) Lying posteriorly and internally to the lateral

horn Cells, usually close to the re-entrant

reticular angle.

(5) Direction of the cells - inwards and forwards.

(6) Shape - like the apical cells but broader.

(7) Parallel segmentation of the apical and reticular

groups (Seitenhorn- und Mittel-zellen;(Argutinski
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the segmentation a much sharper one in the
reticular group (Argutinski's Mittel-sellen).

Points of Non-agreement are as follows :

(1) Argutinski's middle cells never approach quite
« .

closely to the lateral columns - a point which

he insists on strongly as distinguishing them

from the "Seitenhornsellen. Well, in the cord

of the new-"born the reticular group not infre¬

quently does lie a little way from the edge of

the grey matter, sometimes even a considerable

distance (see particularly under D 3 and D 12).

Moreover from the shape

which the reticular cell

group so often has it is

obvious from the accom¬

panying diagram that

many frontal longitudinal sections would show

the reticular group quite internal to the edge

of the grey matter. But I cannot agree with

Argutinski when he says the group never app¬

roaches quite to the lateral columns.

(2) Then he describes his cells as sometimes depart¬

ing from their usual position and being found

more or less mesially or even in the region of
the anterior horn cells or Clarke's column cells

HtXltdLk*
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and that all transitions may "be found between

these positions.

It is.Obvious that here he must be referr¬

ing to the real middle cells of Waldeyer, and
I am in complete agreement with this statement.

But when he says further that if the cell group

is seen lying closer to the middle line, his

middle cell group (reticular group) is absent*
from its usua.1 place I must part company from

him, and can only differ without explaining.

Certainly I have often seen a reticular group

in its usual situation and a group of middle

cells present in another part of the same sec¬

tion.

The material" used for the present investigation

was as follows. A'spinal cord was obtained from a

mature full-time child which died almost immediately

after birth. The sectio was made about twenty-four

hours afterwards. On removing the cord it was

placed directly into absolute alcohol and hardened

for twenty-four hours before cutting into segments.

The division into root segments was made by cutting

transversely just below the lowest fibre of each

nerve root. Unfortunately at the sectio the upper
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three cervical nerve roots were injured and the lower

three sacral roots were cut before their passage through

the dura mater, so that the boundaries of the upper

three cervical segments^ami. of the lower three sacra:
o\-

and^the coccygeal segment* can only be taken as

approximately accurate. As each segment was cut off,
a longitudinal nick was made in the right posterior

column s° that there could be no confusion of the

upper and lower ends of the segment, or of the right

or left sides, in the various stages of embedding

and cutting, etc. The segments were passed through

benzole, embedded in paraffin and cut into thin uni¬

form serial sections on a rocking microtome, and a

convenient dumber (20, more or less) mounted on each

slide, the slides being albumenised to lessen the

risk of any section being lost. During the pro¬

gress of the work the tube containing the 5th lum¬

bar segment was broken unawares and the segment be¬

came ■ shrivelled and useless. The'5th lumbar seg¬

ment from a cord of practically identical age raid

accurately divided from below upwards has therefore

been used for the description. The sections were

Stained with Giemsa's sta.in (azure blue and eosin)
in the following njanner t ■

(l) Pour on Sufficient of Giemsa's solution to

cover the sections. Leave about three

minutes.



(2) Dilute with an equal quantity of distilled
'water and allow to stand for ahout seven

minutes.

(3) Wash off with distilled water. Remove excess

of water from the sections.

(4) Decolourize in absolute alcohol containing

from a few drops to 1 c.c. 6'f acetic acid per

100 c.c. of alcohol.

Requires 10 -30 seconds usually. Is suffi¬

cient when blue stain ceases to come put and

to the naked eye sections appear almost uni¬

formly pink.

It is best to examine the nerve cells under

the low power of the microscope to see if the

decolourization is sufficient.

(5) Wash with pure absolute alcohol. Pass through

benzole and mount in Canada balsam. ~

This method was adopted as being a convenient and'rapid

one (in consideration of the number of sections -

over 15,500 individual sections, or about 700 slides)

and as giving readily a sufficiently sharp pictube of

the cells of the grey matter for low power'work. Had
fAjt. \ <j j

I known at the time of iMMliMiUaM method of stain¬

ing en bloc with methylene or polychrome blue, I should

have used it as being a more rapid process and as



giving a cell stain ecjually well adapted for low

powers and rather better for high powers than the
method described above of using Giemsa's stain*

These sections have all been conscientiously

examined. D 2 was selected to commence the examina¬

tion with, as being a segment in which I knew the cell
distribution pretty well in the adult cord, and from

that level I worked down to the lower end of the cord

and then upwards to the upper end. But for con¬

venience the descriptions have been given consecutive¬

ly from above downwards, commencing with 0-1. Rough

notes were made of the sections as they were examined

and when each segment had been gone over, its charac¬

ters were summed up while they were fresh in the

memory.

At first when the possibility of the middle culls

having a segmented arrangement was before me, I attemp¬

ted to enumerate them with the idea of representing

the numbers graphically, but it soon became evident

that nO such segmented character existed, and that •

little would be gained by enumeration of the cells as

a whole. Possibly some facts of interest would be

brought out if the cells in the different areas (see

below) of the middle region of the grey matter could

be enumerated separately and charted, but I doubt %t

very much. The boundaries are so indefinite and the



cells are never confined strictly to any one. To

enumerate the cells as a whole would "be of consider¬

able interest, especially if the other cell columns

(motor, Clarke's column and intermedio-lateral tract)
were tackled in the same cord, hut the time required

for such a work would he very great and I could not
aXs-

attempt it in. the present instance. ToAmore

thoroughly itoLimimnlwi the possibility of there being

any segmentation in the middle cells, a second en¬

deavour was made to count the cells in a lower dorsal

segment (D 10), and the same result was obtained : —

the figures gave no sign of any regularity of

grouping.

Some difficulty was felt with regard to nomen¬

clature and division of the grey matter into areas.
(7)

Miss Fitzgerald in an investigation into the section¬

al area Of the grey and white matter of the lumbo¬

sacral cord recognises only an anterior and posterior

horn divided by a line from the central canal to the

innermost part of the lateral columns (in the reti¬

cular angle). Waldey'er (I.e., footnote, p. 98)

recognises three regions in the grey.matter : a free

anterior horn, a middle region and a free posterior
horn. The middle region is defined as including

<7?Proo. Roy. Soc. , Series J3. , Vol Ixx^Jviii,
No. B. 523)



the central canal, "both transverse commissures, the

lateral horn, the region of the middle cells and

Clarke's column. Everything in front is the free

anterior horn; everything behind the free posterior

horn. But it is evident that to describe in detail

the position of the middle cells, some other plan must

be adopted, and the terms which I have used in the

description are best explained by reference to the

accompanying diagram.

C.

Ant.

Para.

Ap.

C.C.

Post.

R.
. Reticular area or area ( J
of the Formatio \ /
Reticularis.

Basal Posterior Basal areaT'

At most levels these different regions can be recog¬

nised, but they are quite arbitrary and only em¬

ployed for topographical convenience, and it seems

quite futile and useless to attempt to define any

exact boundaries for them. The middle cells are

certainly not in the least restrained by boundaries
between these regions. In the cervical and lumbo¬
sacral enlargements there is of course no apical

Central area

Anterior or anterior

central area in the

base of the anterior

horn.

Para-central area

Apical or Lateral
Horn area

Clarke's column area.

Post-central area



region; Clarke's column, though not always represen¬
ted "by cells of that column, still has its "area"
there; and an additional external central area might
he added.

With regard to the figures given under the

heading "Sizes", in the description of the individual

segments, they are only of value as indicating the
relative sizes of the cells of the various groups.

A large number v?ere not measured, the extreme limits

are riot given, nor are the diameters of the cells in

different directions, hut the figures may he taken as

approximately representing the mean diameter of an

average sized cell of each of the different cell

columns.

For the photographs which were taken a Zeiss

Planar lens of 20 m^rt. focal length was' employed. The

sections were selected as showing various typical

groupings or occurrences of cells - more heing taken

in the dorsal region,(where it was thought advisable

to represent the intermedio-lateral tract as well as

the middle cells) than in the cervical or lumho-sacral

segments. As most were picked so as to have cells

present, they may give rather an exaggerated idea of

the number of cells, as many sections quite as typical

hut containing very few cells are not illustrated.

The photographs are numbered thus : D 4, 289 L.,

for example means the 289th section (from the upper



end) of the 4th dorsal segment, the left side.

In addition to the serial set of transverse

sections, longitudinal (frontal and sagittal) sections

were made from another foetal cord in the dorsal

region, and from various cords, "both normal and

pathological, sections have been stained according

to Cajal's method with the object of trying to trace

the nerve fibres of the intermedio-latera.1 tract and

of the middle cells.

I shall now go on to the description of the

cells as found in the various segments of the cord.



G 1 : 289 Sections. See Pigs. 1-4

Shape :

The posterior horn is rather small and spatulate

in shape with a narrow though short neck. The an¬

terior horn is also rather small and narrow from side

to side. There is a large loose reticular formation,

and on the same frontal level as the central canal a

loose-meshed pale-staining area of grey matter pro¬

jecting outwards as a lateral horn.

Middle Cells ;

These vary considerably in number; sometimes

there are very few, but, though never very numerous,

they are on the whole fairly abundant, especially in

the upper part of the Segment. They may be scattered

diffusely or grouped in various places. In the basal

portion of the anterior horn there are practically

always middle cells, but they are usually scattered;

not often aggregated into definite groups. The

commonest group is a central one; it may be a fairly

compact nest of cells, up to thirty or so in number;

but it is not usually very compact and it tends to ex¬

tend somewhat into the base of the anterior horn and

also into the para-central area; in fact it is oftem

as much para-central as central in position. A small

group is also of pretty frequent occurrence in the

anterior part of the light-staining area - the region



corresponding to the apex of the lateral horn else
where. In the reticulum, post-central area and

Clarke's column area, the cells are scattered loosely,

and in the two latter particularly they are pot very

numerous. Some outlying cells in the white matter

adjacent to the external horn and reticular formation

are of pretty common occurrence.

In size the cells vary somewhat, hut in any par¬

ticular part are generally of mixed sizes. Those in

the anterior horn, however, are on the whole larger and

sometimes there is difficulty in distinguishing them

from motor cells. The apical cells also are usually

good sized. All are polygonal or rounded polygonal

in outline. Their mode of occurrence is typical of

the middle cells, i.e., irregular and casual. If a

group occurs, it is never present in one site through

more than three or four sections at most. When tracec.

further the cells either die out or the group shifts

to some other area.. Nowhere is there any sign of a

segmentation such as Is present in the intermedio-

lateral tract^- fa*.
Other Cells ;

There are several occurrences of single large

posterior cells, hut they are rare. They may he

either in the hinder part of the reticulum or in the

centre of the posterior horn. There are also one or

two cells that may represent Clarke's column, and twice
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a large cell was noted lying on the extreme inner

edge of the grey matter opposite Clarke's column area,

and once a similar large cell in the centre of the

posterior columns. Several single large cells occur

in the anterior part of the para-central area; one

of them was observed in the anterior grey commissure

almost in the mid line.

There are occasional small cells corresponding

in position to Waldeyer's posterior basal and

posterior marginal cells.

Sizes ; '

Anterior motor cells ©25 mm

Clarke's column cells 020 mm

Large posterior cells 018 mm

Middle cells 015 mm.



G S 5 892 Sections. See Figs, 5-8

Shape :

IS much as in G 1. Posterior horn is not

quite'so elongated. The lateral horn is formed of

similar loose-meshed pale-staining tissue, hut is

rather more distinctly a projecting horn. The reti¬

cular formation is also pale-staining and of con¬

siderable extent.

Middle Cells :

On the whole they are not very numerous. In

the base of the anterior horn there are rather larger

ones than elsewhere, and since many of the motor cells

are small it is often very difficult to distinguish

the two sets. By size and appearance only it may be

impossible, but the motor cells are usually in a fairly

compact group - either an antero-mediam or an antero-

external one - while the middle cells are practically

never grouped in this area and are only of casual,

irregular occurrence, so that tracing the cells

through two or three sections will usually settle the

point. A central group of middle cells - about twelve

or fifteen in number usually - is a very common

feature of the segment; in fact for long stretches

it seems to be almost constant. This constancy is

rather better marked on the right side than on the

left. Sometimes the group is more para-central than

central and occasionally it stretches post-centrally.



A small apical group - about six to eight cells

is also fairly common, "but there is no regularity or

segmental character about its occurrence. It may be
at the most projecting part - or apex such as it is -

of the lateral horn, but often it is somewhat an¬

terior to this. The cells are usually like the

other middle cells in size and shape, but at one or

two levels there are some very big cells, like small

motor cells; their presence, however, is quite

temporary.

In the other regions the middle cells are sel¬

dom grouped, usually just scattered thinly. There

are not many in the reticular formation, though some
even

apparently extend into the white matter as outliers;

post-centrally and in Clarke's column area there are

only a very few small cells .

Other Cells :

There are very few large posterior cells - less

than half a dozen, I think in the segment - either

posterior marginal (behind reticulum) or central in

position.

Only one cell noted that might represent

Clarke's column, and one very large cell was observed

in the anterior part of the para-central region.

Sizes ;

Anterior motor cells .021 mm.

Large posterior cells .018 mm.

Middle cells .014- mm.



C 3 : 407 Sections. See Pigs. 9-12

Shape :

Posterior horn pretty small and short and with

a very harrow neck. Formatio reticularis still

large, hut not so loose and pale-staining as C 2.

Lateral horn cannot he said to exist as a distinct

horn; it is merely a slight projection of the outer

border of the grey matter and at the lower end is

beginning to he merged into the lateral enlargement

of the anterior horn.

Middle Cells ;

Are not particularly abundant and are character¬

istically scattered, sometimes fairly thickly, hut

more often thinly. In the various areas aggrega-

"

tions or groups may he present, hut they are seldom

very compact or very large. The commonest is a

central one or central-para-central. In Clarke's

column area and post-central area, small groups

occasionally occur, hut they are rare. In the

reticular formation, groups are also rare, but there

are frequently a few Cells present and sometimes

they even appear to he beyond its strands, free in

the white matter. An apical group is also uncom¬

mon, though there are usually some cells in this

area. In the anterior horn, cells are almost

constantly present, either near the outer edge of
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the "base of the horn, or nearer the centre, but they

are seldom grouped. They do not appear to be very

much larger than the other middle cells.

There is no sign of any segmentation or regu¬

larity about the occurrence of the middle cells; they

are typically casual, here one section, gone the next.

In size they vary somewhat, but seem to be

pretty well of mixed sizes in all areas, and either

polygonal or rounded polygonal in shape.

Other Cells :

are rare; they may be on the outer side, or near the

centre of the posterior horn.

Sizes :

Large posterior cells occur occasionally, but

Anterior Motor cells .026 mm.

Large posterior cells .025 mm.

Middle cells 015 mm.
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C 4 : 423 Sections. See Figs. 13-16

Shape :

The reticular formation, though still fairly

large, is considerably,less pronounced than in C 3,

and" the lateral horn "becomes quite merged in the

lateral enlargement of the anterior horn.

Middle Cells :

The notes made regarding these in C 3 practi¬

cally all apply to this segment also. With the grow

of the lateral motor nucleus, the middle cells do not

occur in the outer aspect of the base of the anterior

horn, though, in the upper part of the segment es¬

pecially, they may be present between the motor
rather

groups. The middle cells seem to be more numerousA

than in C 3, and on the whole a little larger, par¬

ticularly the more anterior cells; though here also

the difference between these and the others is not at

all marked.

Other Cells :

hi

There is an occasional cell representing

Clarke's column, and a few large posterior cells.

Sizes :

Anterior Motor cells .027 mm.

Large posterior cells .025

Clarke's column cells .026 mm.

Middle cells .016 mm.



C 5 : 412 Sections See Pigs. 17-20

Shape :

Gradual increase in size of lateral enlargement.

Reticular formation at same time "becoming pro¬

gressively less.

Middle Cells :

The middle cells show a distinct increase in

number in descending the segment. Usually scattered

at first, they have a greater tendency to occur in

groups in the lower part. There are never very

many anterior to the frontal plane of the central

canal, although present both in the base of the

anterior horn and, more rarely, between the median

and lateral motor groups.

In the reticular formation, while it is well

marked in the upper portion of the segment, the cells

are usually scattered and sometimes lie well out in¬

to the white matter in its meshwork; in the lower

portion there are more often distinct groups of

cells. Central groups seem rather more frequent

nearer the upper end than the lower. In'the lower

part of the segment there is often a well-marked

hand of Cells stretching through the reticular and

post-central areas to the central, or even to the

para-central area. These may be aggregated into

groups in any part of this region, but most often



post-centrally. Middle cells also occur in the region

of Clarke's column, hut not abundantly. But where-

ever they may he, the cells have always that feature

of the middle cells - inconstancy of occurrence -

heing present in one site through very few sections.

There is no trace of a regular segmentation.

As regards size and shape, the anterior cells

are always fairly large and distinctly multipolar.

In the other regions they are usually more mixed in

size; the majority are prohahly as big as the an¬

terior ones (and there are some occurrences of groups

of large middle cells, not much smaller than the

motor cells), hut these are mingled with others, less

in size. All are polygonal or rounded polygonal in

shape.

Other Cells :

/ox occasional Clarke's column cell occurs, hut

these are rare. Large posterior cells are more

numerous, although there are some considerable stret¬

ches without any occurring. Most often they are in

the posterior part of the reticulum, sometimes in the

post-central area or centre of the posterior horn.

Two large cells observed in the anterior grey com¬

missure, very close to the central canal.

Sizes : Anterior Motor cells ,028 mm.

Large posterior cells .025 ram.

Middle cells .016 mm.



G 6 : 4-70 Sections. See Figs. 21-24

Middle Cells :

These cells are on the whole fairly numerous.
*

In individual sections they may he few or many,
\

scattered or grouped, hut anywhere they are

typically casual and of short-lived' occurrence.

The commonest position for a group is post-central,

or ahout the junction of central ard" post-central

areas (these are not very distinct in the cervical

enlargement.) A reticular group is also common.

Some cells in the position of Clarke's column are

moderately common, hut rarely a distinct group.

In the hase of the anterior horn, over against the

lateral motor groups (and occasionally between

them) middle cells are frequent, hut rarely form a

compact group; they are usually scattered'.

In size the cells as usual vary considerably,

hut there is a distinctly large proportion of pret¬

ty big cells in this segment-^- hot only anteriorly,

hut in the central and post-central regions also,

where there are many quite as large and distinctly

multipolar as anteriorly, although they are mingled
polygonal

with others smaller, and more rounded^in shape.
Other J^ells_:

There are only one or two cells which might

represent Clarke's column.
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Large posterior cells are fairly common, most

often in the reticular formation, hut also in the

centre of the posterior horn and' post-central area

amongst the middle cells.

Two occurrences of large cells in the an¬

terior grey commissure.

Occasional cells behind' the area of Clarke's

column, and in the base of the posterior horn, which

it is difficult to classify: (middle cells or

Waldeyer's posterior-basal cells).

Sizes

Anterior Motor cells 028 mm.

Large posterior cells 027 mm.

Middle cells .017 mm.



C 7 : 539 Sections. See Figs. 25-28,

middle J3ells :

May "be found anywhere

within the parts of the

grey matter shaded in the

diagram. This area is

practically the same as

in, say, the 2nd sacral

segment but here the

resemblance end's. They are by far the most abun¬

dant along a line from the reticular angle to the

para-central area; (they are not found as a band

like that in the sacral region); but as in the
t

lower part of C 6, particularly in the post-central

area. On the whole they are fairly numerous (though

again not so abundant as in the lumbo-sacral en¬

largement). They may be scattered or grouped.

Cells in front of the level of the central canal

are fairly common, but not often forming a definite

group. Para-central groups are moderately common,

but as mentioned' above, post-central ones are the

most frequent, and' these may extend into the central

or into the reticular areas. In the region of

Clarke's column they usually occur just as scattered

cells, but cells behind the area of Clarke's column-

are not infrequent (middle cells or posterior-basal

cells ?).



No trace of any segmentation or regularity of

arrangement could' be made out. In size and shape

the anterior cells are generally fairly large and'

polygonal, the central and post-central large and

medium sized, the reticular and' posterior-basal cells

more medium-sized', polygonal or rounded' polygonal,

although large cells may be found' there also.

Other _Colis_

Clarke's column cells increase in frequency of

occurrence towards the lower end, occasionally two

cells in one section. They often have a little

cluster of middle cells around them.

Large posterior cells are also more abundant

in the lower part of the segment. They may be on

the outer aspect of the posterior horn or in the

centre, and there are a few cells which it is im¬

possible to say are large posterior cells or cells

of Clarke's column.

Sizes

Anterior Motor cells 029 mm

Large posterior cells 025 mm

Middle cells .017 mm



C 8 : 438 Sections. See Figs. 29-35.

Inter A 1. tract :

Appears first about the upper end' of the lower

fourth'of the segment. It is situated on the

postero-external aspect of the lateral enlargement

on the extreme edge of the grey matter, or frequently

on strand's of grey matter lying a little'way off the

edge - just opposite the post-postero-lateral motor

group of cells. At first there are just one or two

cells; then there are sharply defined little groups

of cells up to as many as twelve in number at the

lower end of the segment. But'the blanks between

the cell-nests are longer than the duration of the

groups. In size and character the cells are practi¬

cally indistinguishable from the medium-sized middle

cells.

Middle J^e11s _;

In the upper part they are most numerous along

the line from, the reticular formation to the central

canal; lower in the segment they diminish in number

and tend to be more scattered', although little groups

may be present in any of the usual areas. In the

lower part they are found' more between the median and

lateral motor groups than in the upper part of the

segment. As a whole the cells are fairly large,

though the anterior cells tend' to be rather bigger



than the more posterior ones. Cells are not more

common in the reticular formation, and there, as in

other regions, there is no sign of any segmentation

or special grouping. There are only a few cells in

the area of Clarke's column.

Other_CelIs _:

Clarke's column cells are becoming distinctly

more abundant. At the lower, end' there are often
i

they are not present in every section.

Large posterior cells are fairly numerous, es¬

pecially in the reticular area, also centrally in the

base of the posterior horn.

Sizes ;

three or four cells in one section, but even there

Anterior Motor cells .030 mm

Clarke's column cells 021 mm.

Large posterior cells 025 mm.

Middle cells
. 018 mm

Intermedio-lateral tract 016 mm

(apical)



D. I. 569 Sections. See Figs. 36-44

Shape _of _Grey_Jiat_t_er :

There is a marked' change of shape in this seg¬

ment as the post-postero-lateral group of motor

cells, which is large at the upper end'.,s»£ gradual¬

ly dies out until there are only a very few cells

representing it at the lower end'. The lateral en¬

largement of the anterior horn almost disappears,

only the posterior part of it merging into what is

at the lower end' of the segment the lateral horn-

proper .

Intermedio-lateral Tract :

At the upper extremity of the segment it is

distributed on the posterior aspect of the anterior

horn, a little internal to its tip, but with the

gradual diminution of the lateral enlargement it

appears to shift outward's so as, at the lower end,

to lie quite at the tip of the lateral horn. At

the upper end' the cells occur in groups up to about

a dozen in number and there are considerable stret¬

ches quite devoid' of cells. These intervals

gradually.become shorter towards the lower end, but

even there they are quite complete, i.e., there are

short stretches where the tract is unrepresented.

The groups at the lower end contain as many as 40

cells; they rise and fall rapidly in number and'

when at a rnaxitul are spread' over a considerable



area of the lateral horn. Outliers in the white
matter just off the edge of the lateral horn are

common. The cells may appear rounded, spindle-

shaped, bipolar or definitely multipolar. They are

very like the medium-sized' middle cells in appearance

There is no indication of the reticular group in this

segment; the cells occurring in the formatio

reticularis belong to the middle cell system.

Middle Cells ;

Cells of the bigger type occur particularly

between the median and lateral motor groups of the

anterior corrua; they naturally diminish in number

towards the lower end of the segment. These bigger

cells also are found fairly commonly behind the

median motor groups (i.e., anterior central in

position). The medium sized middle cells may occur

in central, paracentral or post-central positions,

also frequently in the formatio reticularis, and to

a less extent behind the level of Clarke's column at

the base of the posterior horn. The greatest de¬

velopment of them is just internal and a little an¬

terior to the formatio reticularis. Here sometimes

they see1, to be almost constantly present, persisting

through a number of sections, but enumeration shows

nothing like a regular segmentation and they are neve,

so closely packed or uniform in character as the

cells of the interrned'io-lateral tract. As a whole



the cells may "be scattered thickly or thinly, or "be

grouped in any of the regions mentioned, "but with the
exception noted' the presence of any particular group
is always short-lived and erratic. The majority of
the cells are of a polygonal or somewhat rounded

polygonal outline, multipolar and very like those of
the intermedio—lateral tract, so much so, that at

minimal intervals of the latter it is impossible to

say whether any particular cell near the site of the

intermed'io-lateral tract belongs to it or to the

middle cells. Many of the post-central cells, behin

and external to Clarke's column are of the small,

more rounded' type.

0ther Cells_:

Clarke's column : Cells not numerous nor con¬

stantly present. Even at the lower end" there are

gaps (in a longitudinal direction) without cells, but

this is not a real segmentation. Several small

groups of small cells in the posterior horn,- pos¬

terior basal and' central posterior cells of Waldeyer

etc. Some of these behind Clarke's column which I

have included as middle cells would probably corres¬

pond' to Waldeyer's posterior-basal cells. Single

large multipolar cells (large post-central cells) are

not uncommon, chiefly in the reticular angle; also

sometimes about the centre of the posterior horn.

d



Size of Cells :

Anterior Motor cells .030 ram.

Intertped'io-lateral tract .018 uiii' •

Average middle cells .018 ram.

i

Clarke's column cells .028 mm.

Large post-central cell .032 mm.



D 2 : 637 Sections. See Pigs. 45-52.

Shape :

At the upper part of the segment the lateral

horn still appears like a remainder of the lateral

enlargement of the anterior horh; on the lower pari,
it is quite distinctly marked off from the anterior-

horn.

Int ermed i o-1ater a1 Tract :

The apical group forms a very constant feature

and shows characteristic segmentation into distinct

groups or cell nests with intervals between almost
destitute of cells. The group is usually compact

and' lying at the tip of the lateral horn, sometimes

also on the anterior aspect of the lateral horn,

Sometimes' extending along the posterior aspect

towards the re-entrant reticular angle. The cells

are not very large, and are chiefly of a rounded

polygonal shape. Maximum about 40.

A sudden commencement of the reticular group

such as Bruce describes in his paper (p. 114) is

not seen. In the upper part of the segment the

presence of the reticular group is doubtful. There

are cells present in the formatio reticularis, but

indistinguishable in character from the middle cells.

In the lower part, however, the reticular group is

definitely present and readily recognisable as



composed of cells, larger than the apical cells,
polygonal and not very much smaller than the anterior
motor cells. In position they are found' chiefly

on the posterior aspect of the lateral horn, and'
sometimes stretching from, there "backwards around the

reticular angle. The group is usually in contact

with the apical group hut distinguishable from it by
the size of the cells. Numerically it is much

smaller than the apical group (up to about 15) but

the rise and fall of the two groups is exactly parallel.

Middle Cells :

The anterior cells are, as Wald'eyer calls them,
, I

usually scattered cells in the basal portion of the

anterior horn. They are fairly numerous at times,
&-

forraing small groups on either side of the hopn

in the,centre of it. Or the whole they are rather

larger than the other middle cells, but they merge

ind'istinguishably into the'middle cells of the central

region and' cannot be definitely separated from them.

These anterior cornual middle cells are not of so

rounded, polygonal a shape as the others. They are

usually more elongated in one direction, but the long

axes may have any orientation. It is possible some

may be really small motor cells.

The other middle cells may also be scattered

IN-ite ii i egulax ly either thickly or very few in num¬

ber, but groups tend to occur in various positions.



Those groups are never so compact as those of the
intermedio-lateral tract, and' in number run to ahout

6 or 10 cells - occasionally even 15 or 20-.- There

is no sign of a regular segmentation, the characteris¬
tic feature seeming to he their casual occurence,

i.e., a group suddenly appears in a certain position,
may he traced' through 2 or 3 sections, and then dis¬

appears altogether, or shifts to another situation.

Groups may he traced from a central position through
to

intermediate ones^practically any of the other
typical sites, anterior, paracentral, postcentral or

reticular. A central group is the most common, the

next most frequent "being post-central between Clarke'

column and the formatio reticularis, and' these are

often difficult or impossible to distinguish from

small dells in the position of Clarke's column (pro¬

bably really middle cells, in the intervals of

Clarke's column), and from cells still further back -

the posterior basal cells. Particularly in the upper

part of the segment there are fairly often cells in

the reticular formation which from their size,

character and casual occurrence are probably not cells

of the reticular group but middle cells. The mid¬

dle cells are very like the apical group cells in

appearance and size, multipolar or rounded polygonal,

though, more particularly in the lower part, some of
them are larger polygonal, about as large as the
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reticular group cells.

Other Cells :

Clarke's column is larger than in' D 1, hut still

not numerically very-large, nor are they present in

every section. No segmentation, however. When its

cells are not present, there may he small cells (middle

cells ?) occupying its site. There are a few Single

large cells lying chiefly ahout the centre of the

posterior horn.

Sizes _of' Cells _:

Anterior Motor cells 028 mm

Clarke's column cells 023 mm

Large post-central cell

Reticular group

(large) Anterior mid'cl'le cells . 018 »

. 020 »

.021 »

Apical group

(average) Middle cells

(small) Posterior middle cells

. 014 *

. 014 »

Oil »



D 3 ; 584 Sections. See Figs. 53-60,

Shape :

The lateral horn is a triangular wedge-shaped.'

projection on the outer "border of the grey matter -
in the same frontal plane as the central canal. Its

anterior border curves gradually into the outer border
6-0"iJUsi.

of the anterior horn, its posterior horn slopes at

first slightly backward's and then curves sharply at
the reticular angle into the outer border of the

posterior horn. The tip may be sharp, but is more

often blunted or even rounded.

Intermedio-lateral Tract ;

Its character agrees very closely with those

described by Bruce, but with some additional features

Both apical and' reticular groups are large numerically,

The apical group may fill the whole tip of the lateral

horn, and" frequently extends along its anterior aspect

but; rarely much on the posterior aspect. A few out¬

lying cells in the white-matter off the tip of the

hdrn are common. The cells on the whole are rather-

larger than those in D 2, but are of the same rounded-

polygonal type, and net staining very elparly;' toward

the lower end there are often a few larger cells in¬

distinguishable in appearance from those of the reti¬

cular group. Segmentation is very marked', but the

minimal intervals are rarely quite distinct, a few

50



cells always remaining.

?he reticular group is much "bigger than in D 2.

The cells are always distinguishable by their larger-

size (not very much smaller than the anterior-motor

cells), and darker staining, although some are like

the apical cells. They lie on the posterior aspect

of the lateral horn; in the reticular angle; and

also stretch inwards and forwards from the reticular

angle almost to the centre of the grey matter. There
I

. •

are a few outliers in the white matter, outside the

reticular formation. Segmentation is very distinct and

its parallelism with that of the apical group is very

striking, the maxima and minima being always at the

Same level, but unlike the apical group, in the in¬

tervals the cells are quite absent. Diagramatically

it might be represented thus : s. 11

When the reticular group forms a band

of cells extending inwards and forwards

from the reticular angle, the cells are

elongated along the line of the band,

and when a group is waning, frequently some cells are

left isolated in the centre; it may in fact be some¬

times split into two parts, one on the posterior aspec

of the lateral horn, the other in a central portion,

where, if the group had not been traced serially they

would' certainly be taken for large middle cells.
• \V v'l;'s7>
^ /•
LlhUAlU ^

^A il uV"C"'



In frontal longitudinal sections such a group would

present all the characteristics described by Argutinski

At the maxima the apical and' reticular groups are

usually in contact, though distinguishable, but at

least one cell mass occurs only in the central-

reticular position and never lies in contact with the

apical group.

Middle Cells :

As in D 2, there is no segmentation of these

cells, irregularity of position and' of duration being

their characteristic feature. In some sections they

are almost quite wanting, in others they are scattered

irregularly, and in others they are grouped in various

situations, the groups extending through only two or

three sections in a vertical direction. The cells

in a group are seldom so closely aggregated as those

of the intermed'io-lateral tract. In appearance the

cells are mostly polygonal, about the same size as

those of the apical group or a trifle larger, but

staining rather darker; there are also some of the

smaller rounded' type, central or post-central in

position, but they"are not so common as in D 2. In

the base of the anterior cdrnua they are more often

scattered than grouped, and' the size is not markedly

if at all larger than the other middle cells, but in
shape they .are mostly more or less elongated' in one

equal
direction, and' not so nearly in different diameters.

A



53

Paracentral groups occur, "but central and' post¬

central groups are the most frequent, and' in "both of

these latter positions it is often very difficult to

say whether some cells belong to the middle cell

system or to the reticular group of the intermed'io-

lateral tract, particularly when there are isolated

central cells of the latter group. The relative

sizes are not so very different as to he any absolute

guide. In the intervals of the reticular cell

nests some middle cells occur in the reticular
♦

formation.

Other Cells :

Clarke's column is still small and somewhat

irregular in occurence. There are a few of the

large isolated' posterior cells, usually a little be¬

hind' and internal to the reticular angle.

Some small cells on the inner side of, and

others behind' Clarke's column, which might be middle

cells from their appearance, are perhaps some of

Wald'eyer's posterior basal cells.

Size of_ Cells :

Anterior Motor cells

Large posterior cell
Clarke's column cells
Reticular group

Apical group
Middle cells

Small post-central

.023 mm.

. r023 !'

.030 •«

.018 »

.016 »

.016 "

middle cells 013 "



D. 4. 578 Sections. See Figs. 61-68

Intermed'io-lateral Tract :

The apical group, more especially in the upper

part of the segment, may frequently "be divided into

twft sub-groups, one on the anterior aspect of the

lateral horn, composed of smaller, more rounded

cells, the other occupying the tip of the horn, of

larger and more polygonal cells. Outlying cells

are fairly numerous. On the whole, the group is a

compact nest of cells but near minimal periods the

cells are more loosely scattered. In the lower-

part of the segment, the cells are rather larger in

size, are more polygonal and like the cells of the

reticular group.

The reticular group may occur in an isolated'

central position, as in D 3, but the occurrence of

this feature diminishes in frequency in a downward

direction. The, typical occurrence is as a band

of cells stretching inwards and' forward's from the

reticular angle, and' with the rise and fall of each

group, junction with and' separation from'the apical

group can generally be traced. In addition to this

typical occurrence the cells may also be found as a

somewhat loose clump in the reticulum; on the pos¬

terior aspect of the lateral horn, or sometimes ex¬

tending behind' the reticular angle on the outer as¬

pect of the posterior horn. The cells are mainly



distinctly polygonal (multipolar) in shape, but when

the group is in band-formation, they are drawn out

along the line of the band. On the whole they are

larger than the apical cells, but not uncommonly

there is little difference in size, particularly in

the lower part of the segment.

The tract as a whole may reach a maximum of ovex

50 cells in one section, and' at maxima the two group

are about the same size numerically. Segmentation

is occasionally a little erratic, sudden fluctuation

in the number of cells occurring, but the type of

variation is still the upper dorsal type, i.e., a

pretty sudden rise and fall in numbers, with some

but hot many cells in the intervals. The tract is

getting smaller numerically at the lower end' of the

segment. The parallel variation of the two con¬

stituent groups is very striking, but as before the

segmentation of the reticular group is the more com¬

plete of the two.

Middle Cells_:

The cells have the typical erratic occurrence

of the system, if such it may be called. They may

be few or abundant, scattered diffusely over the area

not occupied' by other groups (anterior motor, apical

reticular and Clarke's column), or in small clusters

in various sites. Central grouplets are probably th

most frequent, but paracentral and' post—central ones



are also fairly common, although with the increasing

size of Clarke's column there is not much room for

post-central cells. The anterior cells are more

frequently scattered than grouped.

The middle cells vary'considerably in size, some

being not much smaller than the motor cells, but most

are about the size of the apical group cells and poly¬

gonal in outline. Amongst the post-central cells are

more of the small, rounded type, and in the intervals

of the reticular group these may also be seen in the

reticular formation.

Other Cells :

Clarke's column is increasing in size; the

cells'are multipolar though frequently appearing to

be rounded and bipolar; their nuclei are usually

eccentric. In size they are not much less than the

motor cells.

A few single, isolated,^multipolar cells are to
be found in the posterior horn, mainly directly be¬

hind Clarke's column. There are also various small

posterior basal cells, which often can not be separ¬

ated' from the post-central middle cells.

Size of Cells :

Anterior Motor cells .025 mm

Large isolated' posterior cell .021 H

Reticular group .018 It

Apical group .014 It

Middle cells .014 II

Small post-central
Clarker4d'£'i?uSfills .01-1

.019
H

f



D. 5. : 741 Sections . See Figs. 69-76

Intermed'io-lateral JTract :

The apical group cells lie typically at the

apex of the lateral horn and' along the outer part

of its posterior border; in the upper part also

fairly frequently on the anterior border, but rarely

so in the lower part of the segment.

In both apical and reticular—groups the cell

clumps are less compact than in D 4, probably simply

because there is more room, the cells being numeri¬

cally fewer. In size there is not such a striking

difference between the cells of the two groups, at

maxima the reticular cells are undoubtedly the lar¬

ger, but at other times there is little difference;

the apical cells on the whole seem rather bigger than

in D 4, ard there are certainly fewer of the

rounded type.

The characteristic appearance of the reticular
at maximal periods

group^is still a band of cells arching forward's and
inwards from the reticular angle, but not extending

so far centrally as in D 4, and there are seldom

cells left stranded centrally. " Towards the lower

end' the band shape is less frequent, the group being

composed' of rather more loosely scattered cells on

the inner end of the posterior border of the lateral

horn; partly also in the formatio reticularis



at the angle and sometimes extending a little "back¬

ward's on the outer aspect of the posterior horn.

Outlying cells are common; the majority belong to

the apical group, "but some, from their position in

the white matter, prohahly belong to the reticular

group. At maxima the cells are larger and' more

polygonal than those of the apical group, but when

arranged in "band" shape, they are drawn out along

the line of the band.

The segmentation of the tract is well marked,

and' is approaching the mid-dorsal type, i.e., the

groups rise and fall in number more gradually, and

do not attain such heights as in upper dorsal seg¬

ments. The parallelism in variation of the two

groups is almost perfect, and as before the division

Of the reticular group is sharper than that of the

apical. At minim®, apical cells are never quite

absent, but it is often impossible to be certain

whether certain cells belong to the apical, reticu¬

lar or middle cell systems. The junction and

separation of the apical and reticular groups with

their rise and' fall in number is not quite so

noticeable in this segment.

Middlo Qeljs :

The anterior "scattered" cells are on the whole

fewer than in D 4. In particular sections they may



"bo fow or many, Scattered or grouped; they have

always a markedly polygonal shape, and at the

various borders of their territory it may bo diffi¬

cult or sometimes impossible to distinguish them

from, respectively, anterior motor cells, apical

group cells, Or reticular group cells. Nor do the

other middle cells form a conspicuous feature of

the eyotem! Their occurrence is typically eratic

and short-lived in any particular region (as

studied serially). They may be disposed anywhere

around' the whorl of fibres surrounding Clarke's

column, in front as a paracentral group, to the outer

side as a central or post-central group. Some

cells (posterior basal ?) also are seen lying di¬

rectly behind Clarke's column. In the intervals

of the reticular group, a few occur in the formatio

reticularis. Most of the cells are polygonal in

shape, though some of the post-central and' reticular

middle cells are of the small, rounded variety.

Not always readily separable from reticular group

cells, particularly when that group is not at its

maximtim,

Cth61 Cells. :

There are a few isolated large posterior Cells,

chiefly just behind the post-central middle cells,

but they are neither very numerous nor strikingly



largo. Some posterior basal colls, as mentioned
above.

Sizes :

Anterior Motor cells .023 mm.

Large isolated posterior cell .022 "
Reticular group .019 B
Clarke's column .018 "

Apical group .016 "
Middle cells .014 "

Small (post-central) middle
cells .012 »

*



D 6 : 709) Sections. See Figs. 77-84.

Interroed'io^Xa/t_eral Tract _:

The apical cells lie at the tip of the lateral

horn and on the outer part of its posterior edge;

there are sometimes a few on its anterior aspect, hu

not many. Outlying cells off the tip of the

lateral horn are common, especially in the upper

part of the segment and there are also a few out¬

liers of the reticular group.

The reticular group is characteristically

situated in the re-entrant reticular angle and on

the inner part of the posterior "border of the

lateral horn, hut not infrequently its cells also

extend' behind the angle on to the outer border of

the posterior horn and' in one or two groups extend

as a short band in a central direction from the
much

angle. The cells of the two groups are often very
a

alike in appearance, polygonal or rounded polygonal

in shape, and' also in size, although at maxima the

reticular cells are distinctly larger, and' they are

more definitely polygonal in shape, but drawn out

in an antero-posterior direction when on the edge

of posterior horn or in a band in front ofAreticular

angle. A few of the large reticular type of colls

are found at times in the apical group.



In number the tract has a maximum of about 50

cells at the upper end, but falling to 35 at the

lower, and the apical is the larger group numerical¬

ly. Segmentation is of the mid-dorsal type, and on

the whole the oscillation of the two groups is

parallel, but there are one or two instances of

apical groups without accompanying reticular groups,

and one occurrence of the reverse condition. The

reticular group is as before more sharply segmented

than the apical. When the cells of the two groups

are similar in appearance, and the two lie in con¬

tact, it is impossible to define exactly the limits

of each group.

Middle Colls __:

Are nbt numerous in any part and' have the

characteristic erratic distribution and occurrence.

They may be scattered or grouped'; groups at base of

anterior horn or centrally are probably most fre¬

quent* Para-central groups occur. With the in¬

crease in size of Clarke's column, there is not so

much room for post-central cells, and when they are

present it is often as a band' on the outer aspect of

Clarke's column and'' extending oven round behind it;

they seem to be more frequent at the level of the

minima of the reticular group and' may then also ex¬

tend' into the reticular formation* The middle colls

62



are very similar in size and' appearance to those of

the apical group and are not always easily separable

from it or from the reticular group. The anterior

cells are on the whole larger than the others, and

the post-central smaller and more rounded' than

polygonal.

Other Cells_:

The cells of Clarke's column vary considerably

in number and even occasionally are quite absent for

a short stretch, but enumeration through a consider¬

able length revealed' no definite segmentation.

A very few large isolated' cells in posterior

horn, chiefly just behind' region of post-central

middle cells.

Size

Anterior Motor colls 022 mm

Clarke's column 0 2TD »

Reticular group

Isolated' posterior large coll

019 "

019 »

Apical group 016 »

Middle colls 014 "

(Anterior 018 »

Post-central 012 " )



D 7 : 850 Sections. Soo Pigs. 85-92.

shape :

Lateral horn very small, and at minima of the

intorraed'io-latoral tract may "be practically absent.

Tntermed'io-latoral Tract :

The apical group is situated' usually at the tip

of posterior border of the small lateral horn, but

occasionally pretty far forward on its anterior •

border. The reticular group is characteristically

in the reticular formation, but when well developed,

extends beyond this limit, either as a narrow band'

of colls stretching inwards and' forward's from, the

reticular angle (such as it is) or, perhaps more

commonly, backwards on the outer edge of the pos¬

terior cornu. There are outlying cells of both

groups, but they are not numerous. The maximum of

the tract per section in the upper part is about

30 colls, in the lower only about 25, and the apical

group is somewhat the larger of the two. Segmen¬

tation is fairly well marked, and is characteristi¬

cally raid'-d'orsal in type. The oscillation of the

two groups is usually parallel, but there are one

or two occurrences of small reticular coll nests

without corresponding apical ones, and vice versa.

The total number of cell-clumps is therefore about

the same in each series, and' there is never any



large collection of one group without the other at

the sane, or nearly the sane, horizontal level. As

before, ith® reticular group is core Sharply seg-

r.ented, the apical groups "being longer vertically

and not quite so conspicuous "by their absence at

nininal periods. Sach group nay "be sharply de¬

fined as regards its linits "but n.ore commonly they

are not very conpact, so that the linits of each

are not exactly definable. This difficulty of

separation is increased by the similarity of the

cells of the two groups to each other and also to

the middle cells. In the majority of sections they

are all of about one size and type '(rounded poly¬

gonal). At maxima, however, the reticular group

cells are generally distinctly larger than the

apical, and in addition are often then grouped in

band shape and drawn out along the line of the

band (the line of the posterior horn outer edge);

at those times they are more easily separable from

other cells, although some at the anterior end of'

the band may be indistinguishable from middle cells;

and it must be noted that cells of the size of the

large reticular cells occur occasionally in the

apical group too.

Middle Cells :

Appear to be relatively, though not absolutely

abundant in this segment. They may be scattered or



grouped, and the groups are typically short-lived,
seldom lasting through more than three consecutive

sections. They may he anterior- central, para¬

central or post-central. In appearance most of

the cells are practically indistinguishable from the

typical apical group cells and as mentioned under

that heading cells on the border line often cannot

be definitely placed on one or other system. The

post-central cells which may extend round and to

behind Clarke's column or in to the reticulum in

the intervals of the reticular group, aM& frequent¬

ly of the smaller and more rounded type. There
/

seems to be some tendency to variation parallel with

the intermedio-lateral tract; middle cells being more

numerous at its maxima, but this is by no means

invariable, as groups of middle cells are common

enough even when there are very few intermedio-

lateral tract cells.

Other Cells :

Only one or two large isolated posterior cells

were observed, like anterior motor cells in appear-
the

ance and lying in position of the most posterior

cells of the reticular group on the outer edge of

the posterior horn.

Clarke's column is increasing in size, up to

about 18 cells per section at times, although the



numbers vary considerably, "but there is no real

segmentation.

_ze :

Anterior Motor cells .024 mm.

Clarke's column cells .019 "

Reticular group .018 "

Apical group .016 "

Middle cells .015 "

Small rounded post-central
middle cells .012 "



D 8 648 Sections. See Pigs 93-100

Sh§£e_:'-' Very horri;, tut ratHer nrare of
one on the right side than on the left.

Intorenedio-lateral Tract :

Has a maximum of about 30-35, of which the apical

group forms rather the larger proportion. The apical

group lies at the most prominent part of the outward
r

curve of grey matter representing the lateral horn;

it is not unfrequently just a strip of cells on the

outer edge of the grey matter, on a frontal plane

level with the central canal, or rather anterior to

it. The reticular group is in the reticular for¬

mation, and from the shape of the grey matter this

places it on the left side almost directly behind the

apical group, on the right side behind and rather more

internal. There are a few outlying cells of both

groups. In the majority of sections the,two groups

are in contact, and often so close that it is im¬

possible to recognise that they are two groups; in

other cases two groups are recognisable, but cells at

the junction cannot be definitely placed in ore or

the other. At minimal periods or when, small, the

groups may, on the other hand, be quite apart. The

reticulab cells fairly often extend backwards'some

way behind the reticulum on the outer edge of the

posterior horn, and may also go a little way forwards

and inwards from the reticulum. The cells are then

drawn out along that line. In one instance the

group extends far centrally, and dies out as an



isolated group of rather large cells in the central

region. In character the cells of the two groups aire

in the main indistinguishable, - rounded polygonal

cells, - also practically indistinguishable in appear¬

ance from the middle cells. Sometimes the reti¬

cular group is composed of distinctly bigger cells

and, more rarely however, these bigger cells may

occur in the apical group.

Segmentation is of the mid-dorsal type; the

ebb periods Of the oscillation are not very distinct

the variation of the two groups is usually parallel,

but the maxima of the reticular group are generally

at a slightly lower level than those of the apical.

Middle Cells :

Are fairly numerous, and with all the usual

Characteristics, erratic, irregular occurrence,

scattered thickly or thinly, or grouped in any of

the possible sites. They are polygonal Or roiinded

polygonal in shape, practically identical in appear¬

ance with the cells of the intermedio-lateral tract

and, particularly at minimal periods, not always

sharply definable from the cells of the intermedio-

lateral tract. There is definitely no variation in

ntimber corresponding to the variations of the inter_

medio—lateral tract. Some of the anterior middle

cells are not always distinguishable from the smaller

motor cells.



Other Cells :

Clarke's column : maximum of about 18 cells

vary in number, but there is no definite segmenta

tion. No large, post-central isolated cells

noticed.

Size :

Anterior Motor cells 021 mm

Clarke's column 020 "

Reticular group 016 "

Apical group 015 «

Middle cells 015 "



D 9 : 699 Sections. See Pigs. 101-108.

Shape :

lather more lateral horn than in D 8. Its size

varies with the size of the apical group really.

Intermedio-lateral Tract :

The apical group occupies the tip of the lateral

horn, hut often also stretches some way anterior to

it. Sometimes the cells are all anterior to the

tip. The reticular group is typically a clump of

cells in the reticular formation, sometimes reaching

inwards and forwards as a short hand of cells, hut

more often extending "backwards along the outer edge

of the posterior horn. When large it extends out¬

wards towards the tip of the lateral horn and becomes

contiguous with the apical group. Outlying cells of

hoth grhups are present, hut are not numerous. The

maximum of the group is dhout 30, the apical "being

nuiMrically rather the more important group. Seg¬

mentation is of the mid-dorsal type, and as before

rather more complete in the reticular than'in the
8

apical group. The oscillations of the two groups

are parallel and at the Same level; although oc¬

casional Small nests of reticular cells are present

at minimal periods, they are always small and short¬

lived lengthwise.

The apical cells are sometimes small, rather

rounded cells, perhaps especially when lyirg anterior



to the tip of the horn, hut the majority are fair

sized, rounded polygonal and practically indis¬

tinguishable individually from middle cells or from

cells of the reticular group. The reticular group

may be composed of cells the same size as the apic¬

al or (and just abbut as commonly) of cells some or

all of v/hich are distinctly bigger.

Usually the two groups are indivisible; some¬

times two groups are quite recognisable, although

cells at the boundary cannot be definitely assigned

to on© or other group; and at other times again

the two are quite distinct and separate.

Middle Cells :

Are pretty numerous and of characteristic er¬

ratic and casual occurrence* No parallel varia¬

tion with the intermedio-lateral tract. Most of

the cells are rounded polygonal in shape and very

similar to the apical cells, and not always sharp¬

ly separable from cells of the intermedio-lateral

thact. The anterior cells tend to be more elon¬

gated and distinctly multipolar, while the post¬

central, though sometimes fair-sized, are, perhaps

more often than in any other segment, mainly of the

Small and more rounded type. These may extend

round Clarke's'column to almost directly behind it,

and may be present in the reticular formation in abs¬

ence of the reticular group.



Other Cells :

Clarke's column varies considerably in the num-
ift

ber of\cells, but there is no segmentation like that

of the intermedio-lateral tract. No large posterior

cells noted.

Size :

Anterior Motor cells .023 mm.

Clarke's column .021 "

Reticular group .018 "

Apical group .016 "

Middle Cells .015 "

Small rounded middle cells .012 "



B 10 : 573 Sections. See Figs. 109-116.

Shape :

The lateral horn is still a small blunted affair,

Sometimes it lies considerably in front of the level

of the central canal; the latter and the reticular

formation being in the same frontal plane.

Intermedio-lateral Tract :

The apical group lies either at'the apex of the

lateral horn or, very often, quite in front of it.

The reticular group is in the reticular formation,

but may extend either backwards (a considerable way,

sometimes), or outwards till in contact with the

apical group - practically never inwards and for¬

wards as a band of cells. Outlying cells in the

white'matter are rather more common than in D 9,

particularly of the apical group.

Both groups are rather loosely bounded on their

inner aspect often and cells on that boundary are of¬

ten hard to distinguish from'middle cells. The cells

of both groups are'alike in character and moderate

sized, but especially at maxima and towards the lower

end df the segment, reticular cells of the bigger

type are more frequent*

The two groups are with about equal frequency,

in contact and insaiSrisible; and separate and clearly

distinguishable. One or two good examples were

noticed of parallel increase of the two groups,



becoming in contact at their maximum level and

separating again as they died out. Segmentation

at both upper and lower ends is regular and still

of mid-dorsal type, but about the middle the cell

occurrence is mOre erratic, clumps of cells and

spaces without cells appearing to come irregularly

and without parallelism between the two groups.

The maximum of the tract is about 30, to which the

two constituents contribute about an equal number

of cells.

Middle Cells :

In the middle of the segment where the inter-

medio-lateral tract is poorly developed, the middle

cells'seem also to be rather fewer in number. Other¬

wise they are just as usual in their occurrence.

They appear to increase in size a little towards

the lower end and it is noticeable (in contrast to

D' 9) that the post-centbal cells in particular tend

to be large and are often very hard to separate frotr

the reticular group, which is not very sharply eir^

cumscribed on its inner aspect. But in general

appearance and character, the middle cells are in¬

dividually very like those of the intermedio-

lateral tract.

1ther Oells :

Clarke's column large; does not appear to vary

so much in number in this segment.



A very few large, single, isolated posterior

cells were observed, behind the position of the

post-central middle cells.

Size :

Anterior Motor cells .021 mm.

Clarke's column .020 "
I

Reticular group .015 "

Apical group .014 "

Middle cells .014 "



D 11 : 644 Sections. See Figs. 117-124.

Shape :

The grey matter "begins to increase a little in

size towards the lower end of the segment. The two

sides are asymmetrical; on the right side there is

practically no lateral horn, merely a slight pro¬

tuberance of the grey matter; on the left side there

is sufficient of a spike to make a distinct though

widely obtuse angle where the reticular formation is.

This asymmetry about the 10th and 11th dorsal seg¬

ments is also noted by Dr. Bruce.

Intermedio-lateral JTract :

The tract has a mamimum of about 35 cells per

section and though the reticular"group is increasing

in importance, the apical seems still to be somewhat

the larger. Segmentation is pretty well marked, and

is not now of'the mid-dorsal type, the numbers rising

and falling more rapidly. The two groups vary in a

remarkably parallel manner and both last for about

the same distances, the apical perhaps a little longer

than the reticular and 'with not quite distinct inter¬

vals. The apical group on the left side lies'usually

at the tip of the lateral horn, about on the same

frontal level as the central canal, sometimes a little

in front of it; usually as a compact little nest of

cells; on the right side this group is more strung



out as a band of cells on the edge of the grey matter,

and may extend some way in front of the level of the

Central canal. On both sides the group may be Split

into two - an anterior and posterior division - par¬

ticularly on the right. Outlying cells are not very

common. The apical group is generally separated

from the reticular; on the right side, indeed, it

may be widely so; when in contact they are usually

separable though occasionally not so. The cells are

medium sized and vary like the middle cells. The
/Tp

reticular group cells are about equally often^the

same average size as the apical, and of larger size.

They are frequently drawn out along the line of the

group which is typically a short band of cells

stretching from a little way behind the reticulum

a little way forwards'1 and inwards from it. Some¬

times it is just'a clump of cells'in the reticular

formation5or, toward the lower end, a 'wedge with its

base on the reticular angle and apex'pointing inwards

dnd forwards.

Middle Cells :

Anterior and central middle cells are frequent,

either scattered or in small groups. They are poly¬

gonal, very like the interraedio-lateral tract cells,
'

t-bc

though, especially withAanterior cells, they tend to

be more elongated and to have longer processes (at

least as shown by this stain).. The post-central cells



79

may 'be'of the' same type and hard to separate from

the innermost cells of the reticular group, "but a

good many are smaller and moire rounded. They may

form, a "band on the outer aspect of Clarke's column,

and there are pretty commonly cells directly behind

Clarke's column which may he middle cells or Wal-

deyer's posterior-basal cells.

The middle cell occurrence is everywhere of

typical erratic and casual character.

Other Cells :

Clarke's column - maximum now up to about 30.

Variation in numbers not very great.

Single large, isolated cells, just behind the

posterior middle cells are rather more common.

Sizes :

Anterior Motor cells 023 mm

Clarke's column 021 »

'Reticular group

Apical group .016 "

017 "

Middle cells 016 "



D 12 : 454 Sections. See Figs. 125-132,

Shape :

The lateral horn forms a pointed broad-based

wedge with a long sloping posterior border. There

is frequently this difference between the two sides-;

vij, that on the right the lateral horn (and apical
group) is further forward than on the left side.

Intermedio-lateral Tract :

The parallel oscillation of the two groups is

well marked. The groups now rise and fall rapidly

in number. As elsewhere the reticular group is

rather more sharply segmented than the apical. The

maximum is about 50 and When at this height the

reticular group is now definitely rather larger

numerically than the apical. The apical group may

form a sort of wedge of cells in the lateral horn?

or, especially on the right side, an antero-pos-

terior band, and here also it occasionally tends to

be split into two sub-groups, but not so frequently

or definitely as in D 11. Outliers in the White

'matter are pretty common. It is generally some

distance anterior to the reticular group and even

when in contact with it is usually easily distin¬

guished. Sometimes the cells of the two are alike

in'size, but as a rule the apical cells are smaller

than the reticular*more like the middle cells, and

not always clearly defined from them on the inner



aspect. The reticular group may he present as a

wedge of cells or as a hand stretching hoth hack-

wards from the reticulum and forwards and inwards,

sometimes well towards the central region. Occasjcn-

ally it is separated hy a distinct cell-less area

from the edge of the grey matter, hut not so dis¬

tinctly as in L 1. As with the apical group, it is

not always sharply distinguished from middle cells

on its inner aspect.

Middle Cells :

The remarks made under D 11 apply to this seg¬

ment also. Post-central groups are not so common;

there is little room-for them with the great growth

of Clarke's column, hut still small groups are fair¬

ly common, hoth of the ordinary type and of the small

rounded type.

Other Cells :

Clarke's column is large, although on one side

for quite a number of sections it was noticed to he

almost entirely lacking.

Isolated, single, large posterior cells are
I

becoming rather more frequent.

Cells behind Clarke's column (middle cells

or posterior-basal cells) are also fairly common,

though never abundant.



Anterior Motor cells .024

Clarke's column .023

Large posterior cells .020

Reticular group .018

Apical group .016

Middle cells .015



L 1 : 595 Sections. See Pigs. 133-140.

Shape :

Grey matter increasing in size. The lateral

horn is merely a rounded projection, with sloping

posterior border, and the reticular angle is a very

obtuse one.

Intermedio-lateral Tract :

The apical group is situated about the outer¬

most part of the projection representing the lateral

horn, about the same frontal level as the central

canal or more anteriorly. It never attains greater

size than about 15 cells in one section, being nu¬

merically much less than the reticular group which

reaches to about 25. The occurrence of the latter

is typically as a wedge of cells 'with base on the

reticular angle and apex centrally." The base may

be lengtherPdout either towards the lateral horn or

along the posterior horn; in the latter case the

shape of the group is more like the familiar band.

Very commonly the wedge or clump of cells at the

reticular angle is not actually on the edge of the

grey matter, but a little 'way internal (and it may

be pretty far centrally), a strip of grey matter

destitute of cells intervening between the groups anc

the 'white matter. This condition recalls the similar

state in D 4 and, especially, in D 3. Segmentation
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of the tv/o groups shows a good parallelism, hut now

the reticular groups are longer than the apical as

well as numerically larger at maxima'; the rise and

fall of groups, though fairly rapid even at the upper

end, is much more sharp at the lower end. The two

groups are generally apart and also generally fairly

compact; only on their inner aspects is it sometimes

difficult to he certain whether certain cells belong

to the tract or to the middle cells.

The apical cells vary considerably in size, -

Small rounded, moderate;and large polygonal, hut on
the whole are considerably smaller than the reticular,,

which are large, dark-staining, polygonal cells, some¬

times elongated along the line of the hand. At

minimal periods there may he some loosely scattered

cells impossible to allocate with certainty to either

group of the tract or to the middle cells&

Middle Cells __:

Like other cells, these have also increased in

size in this segment. Anterior cells are particular¬

ly numerous; they may he as groups in various parts

of the base of the anterior horn, or very commonly are

thickly scattered over it. They are not always

distinguishable from small motor cells. The central

middle cells are also common, and of typical middle

cell character as regards occurrence. Both they and



the anterior ones are polygonal colls, very like tho

intormodio-latoral tract colls in appearance indi¬

vidually, and as mentioned above not always exactly

separable from the tract when near its boundaries.

Post-centrally they are mostly also of the same type,

but both here and occasionally in the reticulum are

some of the smaller, more rounded cells.

Other Cells :

Clarke's column is a large group, averaging

15-20 and up to 30 sometimes. Large single isolated

posterior cells are much commoner than in higher seg'

ments, chiefly in the post-central region or further

posteriorly; sometimes also in posterior part of tho

reticulum. "

Sizes ;

Anterior Motor cells .025 mm

Clarke's column .027 !t

Reticular group .020 t>

Apical group .016 t!

Middle cells .018 t!

Large posterior cell .027 H



L 2 : 648 Sections. Soe Figs. 141-148.

Shape :

At the upper end there is a prominence repro-
; j

senting the lateral horn, hut this does not last very

long. Ahout the middle, with the appearance of the

antero-latoral motor group there is an added promin¬

ence to the anterior horn. There is then just a

slight dip inwards of the outer edge of the grey

mattor at the angle of the reticular formation.

Intermedio-lateral Tract :

At the upper'end the tract still numbers about

40 at maxima, in the proportion of apical 15, reti¬

cular 25. At first there are regular little apical

groups, at same levels as the reticular ones, though

not lasting quite so long as the latter (and even

they are very short) but by the middle of the seg¬

ment there are practically no apical groups, just a

few scattered cells'on the edge of the grey matter

a little anterior to the reticulum, and occasional

outliers in the white matter. Even to the lower one.

there are a few colls which are probably apical group

cells, though it is quite impossible to be certain

that they are not anterior middle colls.

The reticular group occurs as distinct cell-

nests quite to the lower end of the segment, though

steadily diminishing in number. They rise and fall



in number very abruptly, are short-lined, and the

intervals between them are usually complete. Thoy

may form oithor a band or a wodgo at the reticular

angle, and very often aro placed somo way internal

to the edge of tho grey matter. The apical cells

aro always smaller than those of tho reticular group,

and generally rather less also than the anterior

middle colls. The reticular cells are good sizod

polygonal cells, sometimes elongatod in line of band.

In tho lower half thoy aro not always very easily dis-

.tinguishablo from middle colls, though thoy are

generally moro darkly stained.

Middle Cells_:

There is a largo increase in number correspond¬

ing with tho increase in size of tho grey matter, and

many of tho cells are also larger. They aro poly¬

gonal, multipolar colls, often with fairly long pro¬

cesses, not as a rule, however, staining quite so

darkly as the reticular group colls. In tho basal

and inner portions of tho antorior horn and in tho

central rogion thoy may bo at times almost quito

wanting; at others fow and scattered irregularly,

or again thickly distributed ovor tho aroa or grouped

in almost any part moro or loss closely. Thoy may

bo present in tho aroa corresponding to tho position

of tho apical group, and as mentioned, not always
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distinguishable from it, and in tho upper half may

apparently even extend to tho margin of tho grey

matter between the apical and reticular groups. They

may also bo present in the region'sometimes occupiod

by tho central end of tho reticular group, and there

is then some difficulty in allocating some of tho

colls to thoir proper system. Post-centrally the

small rounded cells are not very common; still, small

groups do occur, sometimes as a sort of band round

tho outer side of Clarke's column. Most of tho

post-central cells are polygonal cells, just like the

central and anterior ones, but even these are gene¬

rally smaller.

Other Cells :

Clarke's column gradually diminishes in numbers,

but even at tho lower end there are 8-12 colls. As

elsewhere it varies, but shows no regular segmenta¬

tion. There are several occurrences of outlying

cells in the posterior columns.

Large posterior cells, almost identical in

appearance with motor cells, arc frequent. Usually

single, but sometimes 2 or even 3 in one section.

They may bo almost in the central region, post-central

or behind the reticulum on tho outer side of tho

posterior horn.



There are posterior "basal colls similar in

appearance to middle colls.

Sizos :

Anterior Motor cells .025 mm

Clarke's column .027 n

Reticular group .020 n

Apical group .018 n

Middle cells .018 ri

Large posterior colls .025 ij



L 3 : 571 Sections. See Figs. 149-156.

Shape :

Marked growth in size of anterior horn; outer

"border at upper end is almost antoro-posterior, at

lower goes backwards and inwards to the reticular

angle. No true lateral horn.

In term ed i o- lateral (Tract :

In about the upper fourth or fifth there are

still some colls situated in the reticular forma¬

tion apparently "belonging to the reticular group,

hut they are very few in number and rather scattered

casually than in definite small groups, as at the

commencement of the tract in C 8. It is not easy

to distinguish them from middle colls. This

method of termination of the tract agrees with that

found by Dr Bruce.

Middle Cells':

Those are a striking feature Of the sections.

They are numerous and may bo present anywhere in

the posterior part of the anterior horn, central

area and base of the posterior horn. They have

also invaded the area occupied at higher levels by

the reticular group and by the cells of Clarke's

column, although in the latter position they are

never very numerous. They may bo scattered

thickly over this wide area or there may bo only

very few colls in some sections. Groups or



thicker aggregations of cells may he seen in the

anterior, central, para-central, post-central or

reticular regions, hut as at other levels these

groups arc never of longer occurrence in one sito

than through 3 or at most 4 sections.

Reticular groups are not more frequent than

others, and those groups have none of the character

of the intermedio-lateral tract groups, hut all

those of the middle cells (e.g., as regards seg¬

mentation, staining of cells, closeness of

clumping).

In size and shape there is great variation.

Many arc large colls (higgor than intormedio-lateral

tract cells) polygonal and"with long processes hut

not staining so dark as the motor cells generally.

The post-central cells are on the whole smaller and

more rounded, hut are hy no moans all of them so.

Quito a fair proportion are as large and distinctly

multipolar as the more anterior ones.

Other Colls :

Clarke's column at the upper part of the sog-

mont consists of 6 or 8 cells usually, hut at the

lower end it has fallen to 1 or 2 colls, and those

only at intervals - not constantly present.

Large isolated colls - very like the motor

colls - in the posterior cornu are common, singly



or sometimes two or oven throo in a section;

usually in the middle of the horn, not uncommon on

the outer "border (roticular or post-roticular),

rarely in the inner "border. There are also small

posterior "basal colls,

zes :

Anterior Motor colls .031 mm.

Clarke ' s column .029 it

Largo posterior colls .025

Middle colls .020 ii

Reticular group .018 ii



I

L 4 : 44-4 Sections. Soo Pigs. 157-160.

Middle Polls :

The description given of L 3 practically applies

identically to this segment also. In the lower

part the colls seem to "be extending rather' further

forwards on the median aspect of the anterior horn.

In the reticular formation there are usually a few

colls, hut groups are rather rare.

Other Cells :

In the upper half of the segment, single colls

of Clarke's column occur at intervals, but in the

lower half they are practically absent.

Largo posterior colls, as in L 3, are soon

fairly frequently and are perhaps most often on

the outer side of the posterior horn.

Si_zo_ :

Anterior Motor colls .031 mm.

Largo posterior colls .029 "

Clarke's column *027 ,r

Middle cells .020 "



L 5 : 4-98 Sections. See Figs. 161-164.

(As noted previously, this segment was taken from

a different cord).

Middle Cells :

Their character, distribution'axil arrangement

are practically the same as in L 3 and L 4. In

various sections they may be few or many in number,

scattered or aggregated in any of the situations

mentioned under L 3. There is no special reticular

group more than any other. They eXtenarfi fairly far

forwards in the outer part of the central region,

though not so much so as in the Idnver part of the

segment mm the motor cells (post-postero-lateral

group), are further back, almost on the same frontal

levels as the central canal. They vary greatly in

size, the larger being about the same size as the

smaller motor colls, but many are considerably smallo

and more rounded in outline. They stain paler than

the motor cells, however.

Other Cells :

Cells of Clarke's column are present as single

(or oven two or throe) cells pretty frequently in the

upper part, but getting progressively fewer and at

longer intervals, and are quite absent in the lowest

third.



There are occasional large isolated cells in the

posterior horn near the centre or on the outer border,

hut they are not nearly so frequent as in L 4.

Sizes :

Anterior Motor colls

Clarke's column

Targe posterior cells

Middle cells

.034 mm

.030 »

.026 »

.020 »

93 b



S 1 : 366 Sections. Soo Pigs. 165-168*
ao

Those are present pretty much^in the lower
lumbar segments. They may bo scattered or grouped;

there are sometimes few present, but more often they

are comparatively numerous, and may bo anywhere with

in the part shaded in the diagram. In the Clarke'

column area they are fairly

common, though not so abun¬

dant as in other parts and

never forming a very

marked group there. There

is a marked' extension forwards

of their area of distribution in this segment corre¬

lated with the absence of anterior median motoT

colls,"so that the middle colls may extend almost to

the antoro-internal"angle of the anterior horn and

in the anterior area they may bo very abundant. In

the reticular area they seem rather to increase in

number towards the lower end, but in appearance and

in occurrence the colls there are in nowise difforon

from the other middle colls. The middle colls as a

whole aro fainter staining than the motor colls. In

shape they are usually distinctly polygonal and

multipolar with distinct processes, and varying con¬

siderably in size.



Dthor Colls :

Clarke's column is quito unroprosontod. Largo

posterior colls occur fairly often in almost any

part of the posterior horn, hut especially in the
j

reticular area; also amongst the post-contral mid¬

dle colls.

Sizes :

Anterior Motor colls .035 mm.

Large posterior colls .030 "

Middle colls .020 »



S. 2 : 315 Sections. Soc Pigs. 169-172.

Middle Colls :

L

Those occur under conditions similar to those
I

in SI., arnd over the sane big area of the grey

matter, indeed over rather more of it proportiona¬

tely, extending rather further forwards and re¬

latively further outwards in the anterior horn,

as the lateral enlargement is not so groat as in

S 1.' Diagrammatically

their area of dis¬

tribution may be shown thus;

anywhere within the shaded

area. Although individual

sections may bo picked out

with very few colls, they

are on the whole very abundant. In size they varj

considerably. They may be scattered diffusely or

aggregated into groups in almost any part of the

area, but anterior, central, and reticular are

perhaps the most common, but in rone of the areas

have the Colls any features different from the

colls of the others. All are much alike in size,

appearance and irregularity of occurrence.

Other Colls_:

Largo posterior colls occur in almost any



part of the "base of the posterior horn, "but most

often near its outer margin.

Sizes :

Anterior Motor colls .038 mm.

Largo posterior colls .025 "

Middle colls .020 "



S 3 : 266 Sections. See Figs. 173-176.

Intormodio-latoral Tract_:
See under S 4.

i

Middle Colls :

Area of occurrence practically the same as in

S 2* In this segment also they aro numerous, but

towards the lower end aro becoming loss so; there

they only occur thickly in the basal part of the

anterior horn. The anterior and central colls aro

on the whole larger than those in other parts, es¬

pecially the anterior, which sometimes can hardly

bo distinguished from motor colls. In the reti¬

culum they aro usually only modorato sized, but

othdr%i'so not diffcront from olsowhoro. Distinct

groups aro not now so common in any part; the colts

are at places rather thickly scattered than

grouped.

Other Colls :

Large posterior cells are of fairly common

Occurrence. Posterior marginal cells seem to bo

more frequent than usual, i.e., colls on outer

edge of posterior horn well behind the reticular

formation.

Sizes :

Antorior Motor colls .032 mm.

Largo posterior colls .031 w
Middlo colls : rantorior .023 "

tothers .016 w



S 4 : 284 Sections. Soo Figs. 177-182.

Intormodio-lateral Tract :

In the extreme lower end. of S 3 (but as ex¬

plained. on p. If )thc limits of the lower sacral

segments may not bo quite accurate) and in"the

upper part of S 4 there begin to appear in the

formatio reticularis a fairly prominent group of

colls difforont in character from the middle colls.

They are much smaller, more rounded and paler, and

in fact seem to consist mainly of nucleus, there

being very little surrounding cytoplasm. At

first they show a sort of segmentation, the group

being proson^for perhaps four or five sections,
then disappearing for a little, but soon they be¬

come practically constantly present as a clump or

wedge in the reticular angle. All the colls in th

reticulum are rarely however of this typo; usual¬

ly they are mingled irregularly with others indis¬

tinguishable from the ordinary middle colls, somo-

times the one sot, sometimes the other prcdominatin

It was found impossible to count those small colls

Separately, but although they wore not constantly

present, they did not give the impression of having

a regular segmentation such as occurs in the

intormcdio-latoral tract of the dorsal region of

the cord.



Middle Colls :

With the gradual dying out of the motor groups,

tho middle coll area oxtonds pari passu until at

the lower ond of tho sogmcnt they arc found over

tho whole of tho anterior cornua as woll as within

their more usual limits. But at tho same time

they become progressively fewer in number and also

smaller in size. They arc more often scattered

than very definitely grouped,' and though they may

be in almost any part, they are more abundant in

the anterior cornu, and hero also they are on the

whole larger than in tho central and more posterior

areas. As montionod, there are cells in tho reti¬

culum mixed with those of tho intormodio-latoral

tract, indistinguishable in every way from the

Other middle colls. In character and irregularity

of occurrence tho middle colls are as in other

segments.

Other Colls :

Largo posterior- colls arc fairly common and may

occur in almost any part of the base of the pos¬

terior- horn. Poster ior- marginal colls soom also

rather numerous.

Sizes ;

Anterior- Motor colls

Largo posterior, colls
Middle colls : /anterior

lothdS s
Intormodio-latoral tract

(reticular group)

.030 mm.

.027 "
.020 "

«016 »

. 010 »



S 5 : 274! Sections. See Figs. 183-186,

ntermcdio-latoral Tract :

As in the lower part of S 4, small round pale

colls are almost constant in the reticular area,

and may bo traced practically to the extreme lower

end of the segment, though in greatly dininshod

numbers. They arc mingled with colls indistin¬

guishable from middle colls, but generally speaking

the small colls tend to bo rather grouped pos¬

teriorly to the larger ones. These colls are cir¬

cular, oval , or rounded with as a rule no processes

or chromatin to bo made out, but in a few, faint

cell-outlines can be discerned, though the majority

look as if they consisted simply of the dark

stained central nucleolus and the round clear nucleus.

Middle Colls :

Gradually diminishing in number till at the

lower' end they may bo doscribcd as only vory

dininiched in occurrence. They may bo in any part

of the grey matter, but tend to bo chiefly in two

places, firstly^n the oxtremo anterior part of the
anterior horn, secondly near the r eticular angle;

the former are generally larger in size. "

0thor Colls :

In the upper' half an occasional anterior motor

coll is still present. A few largo posterior colls

also occur.

1101



Largo posterior colls .026 mm.

Middle colls .015 "

Intormodio-latoral tract

(reticular group) .010 "



Coccygeal Segment : 273 Sections. See Figs.
187-188

At the upper end there are some straggling

middle cells "both anteriorly and near the reticulum,

"but they "become fewer and fewer down the segment.

Some of the intermedio-lateral tract cells seem also

to "be present, as are a few large posterior cells.

Sizes :

Middle Cells .014 ^

Large posterior cells .025 mm.



SUMMARY.

The results of the examination of the various

segments of the cord may now be summarised undox the

headings of the different coll gxoups examined.

In toimodio-latox al Tr act :

Uppox Cervical Region '

This tract is recorded as occurring in the

uppox foux coxvical segments (Bruce, p. 127). I

have not been able to identify it in this region.

Small polygonal colls certainly do occur in the

lateral horn of those segments and also in the

reticular formation, but in pr actically no way'do

those colls differ from the middle colls - I moan

from, the middle cells in thoir more typical central

position. In appearance the cells axe identical,

and there is nothing to suggest the characteristic
#

*

sogmonted arrangement of the intormodio-latoral

tract of the dorsal portion of the cord. ' On the

contrary the colls are few in number and of irregular

occurrence like that so typical of the middlo colls.

The only point at all suggestive of the iritormddio-

latoral tract is that somo colls appoarod to lio out

free in the v/hito matter, but this may be illusory,

The reticular formation is very largo and undoubted

middle colls occur fan out on its str ands, Vory

possible those that appoar to bo free in the v/hito



matter are really in the fine reticular moshworfe.

which is not shown up particularly well hy the stain

employed. I cannot agree with Waldcyor that the

colls found in the lateral horn and in the reticular

formation belong to the same series as the Soiton-

hornzollor (apical and reticular) of the doisal coid

simply because of the analogy of position : fiistlj,

because middle colls may bo found in thoso positions

oven in the dorsal region, and secondly, because the
trac t

intormodio-latoral of the dorsal region has been
A

proved to have such a very sharp Upper limit - the

roticulai group in D 2 and the apical in C 8.

A few larger colls found in the lateral horn may

possibly bo part of the spinal accessory nucleus,

but those largo colls are of such comparatively rare

occurrence that it seems more'probable that they arc

only rather largo middle colls.

The tract is cortainly not roprosontod in C 5,

C 6 and C 7.

Lowoiy- Cervical, Dorsal .and Upper-Lumbal' ^Regions :

In this portion of the spinal cord the features

Of the intormodio-latoral tract have boon found to

confirm very remarkably those described by Bruce.

(I would like hero to state that, in order to avoid

any bias I wrote my deseriprions of all the sogmonts

before looking up his account of the tract fox- de¬

tails). All the characteristics need not bo
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detailed, as they are given so fully in his paper, hut

I might refer to some small points of difference or

additional features that have boon brought out. The

two component groups (apical and reticular) are oasil

recognised. The coll groups are arranged in a "manner

fair ly characteristic of each segment, and although

this arrangomort is not always exactly the same as

that described by Bruce the differences are slight.

Pr obably they vary somewhat in ever y individual and

the difference in shape between the cord of a new¬

born child and that of an adult must also be taken

into consideration. The upper1 limit of the apical

group is identical 'with his; also that of the reti-
♦

cular group, although it was not found to begin so

sharply. The lower1 limit of the apical group is '

found to bo about the middle of L 2, while the reti¬

cular group can bo traced rather more definitely than

in Bruce's case into the upper par t of L 3. Tho

segmental character, parallel oscillation of tho two

groups-^ mode of rise and fall in numbers, sharper

segmentation of tho reticular group, approach and

separation of tho two groups have boon found to bo

practically identical 'with Bruce's description. The

central position of tho reticular group sometimes and

its occurrence quite internal to the edge of the grey

matter- (see particularly D 3 and L 1) may bo noted as

a new feature observed. In tho adult cord, Bruco



found it impossible to distinguish definitely tho

colls of tho two groups in form, sizo and structure,

although noting that largo colls appear to bo relati¬

vely more numerous (in both series) in tho lower end

of tho tract. In the present instance I have found

that although many of the colls are alike in size,

those of the reticular group are on tho whole so con¬

stantly rather largoi as to suggest that they may bo

functionally different. Tho average coll diameters

seem to bo about .018 mm. for the reticular colls

and .016mm. for the apical. These are approximately

average figures for the whole length of the tract.

Much largoi individual colls may bo found in either

group, but I think the extreme size of the reticular

colls considerably exceeds that of the apical. Only

in tho mid-dorsal region (particularly about D 8)

is there very little difference in size between the

two sets of colls.

In appearance the cells may be looked upon as

slightly modified smaller editions of the anterior

motor cells. They are multipolar, although some¬

times from the cells being elongated in a particular

direction they may appear to be bi-polar. Many aro

distinctly polygonal with distinct processes and con¬

cave borders between the angles formed by the pro¬

jecting processes; in others, particularly the

smaller apical cells, the polygonal shape is not so



distinct, the whole outline is more rounded; those I

have described as "rounded polygonal." In the

reticular group the cells are frequently polygonal,

but many arc olongatod along a lino running forwards

and inwards from the reticular angle and their shape

is then more spindle-shaped or fusiform. The colls

have a clear circular nucleus with central dark-

staining nucloolus. The nucleus may bo so large as

to take up almost the whole width of the coll, al¬

though in the reticular group and especially in the

moro definitely polygonal colls there is usually a

band of protoplasm between the nucleus and the coll

border. The nucleus is usually central in position,

but a considerable number have been observed with tho

nucleus lying eccentrically, either rather to one edge

of the cell, or in tho case of the fusiform colls near™-

or to one umd.ord. Cajal, I think, has figured

growing nerve colls with eccentric nuclei, so that

this may quite woll be a normal and not a pathologi¬

cal feature. Tho chromatin granules are arranged

somowhat after the manner they are in the motor colls,

i.e., in rings parallel to the cell outline, but in

the case of the intormodio-latoral tract there is not

the same regularity Oi abundance of granules. Not

infrequently when the nucleus occupies the whole width

of tho cell, the chromatin may form simply two clumps

noai oithor pole of the cell •



Lower Sacral Region :

In the lower lumbar and upper sacral regions the

intermedio-lateral tract is not represented. Certain

cells found in the reticular formation are not re¬

garded as belonging to it, hut to the middle cells,—

for reasons similar to those given regarding cells

in the like position in the lower cervical segments.

But in the lower part of S 3, and in S 4 and S 5,

there is found in the reticular formation a different

type of cell, which I take to represent the intermedin
lateral tract. Their vertical distribution corres¬

ponds very nearly with that of Langley's Sacral

Autonomic System, and if, as seems most probable, the

intermedio-lateral tract of the dorsal region is the

spinal centre of the dorsal sympathetic then these

cells may very likely be the centre for the sacral

autonomic system (nervi erigentes, etc), although

direct proof of this is not yet forthcoming. At

their upper limit there appears to be a segmented

character analogous to that in the dorsal region.

Then they become practically constantly present "as a

cell group near the reticular angle. They do not

form a very distinct and separate group, but'are

mingled with other cells -apparently belonging to

the middle cells. In appearance they are quite

different from the dorsal intermedio-lateral tract
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cells, "being much smaller (average diameter about

.010 mm.), circular or oval, and consisting almost

entirely of a clear nucleus with central dark

nucleolus. There seems to be almost no surround¬

ing cell protoplasm, and no chromatin granules, and

cell processes could not be made out.

Middle Cells :

The middle cells are present throughout the

whole length of the spinal cord. They are situated

in the middle region of the grey matter between the

free anterior and free posterior cornua, but they

sometimes also extend into the region usually occu¬

pied by the anterior cornual cells, by the intermedio-

lateral tract or by Clarke's column. The small

cells in the base of the anterior horn ("scattered

cells") cannot be sharply separated from the middle

cells, nor can some of the small cells about the

base of the free posterior horn.

Although some cells may be found in all the

areas at practically any level in the cord, there

arc certain arrangements which may be looked upon

as typical for each segment, or at least for each

region of the cord. In the upper cervical region

they are not on the whole very abundant,^but are

best developed in the central and para-central fields

In the cervical enlargement they are much more

numerous and particularly wirtis a broad band extendin
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from the formatio reticularis aboutjjto the anterior

g r ey commissur e.

Throughout the dorsal region they are again com¬

paratively few in number and may be scattered irre¬

gularly, but small groups are often found, most com¬

monly in the central and post-central areas.

In the lumbar segments the middle cells are

abundant,particularly centrally and in the base of

the anterior horn. Their field has also extended

until in the lower sacral they come to be found over

the whole area of the anterior cornua in addition to

their more usual situations.

At all levels, as studied in serial sections,

the distribution of the middle cells is seemingly

erratic and casual. No regular plan can be made

out, and there is most certainly no segmentation like

that so well seen in the intcrmedio-latcral tract.

The cells are sometimes just dotted here and there

singly; sometimes they are scattered fairly thickly

and evenly over the whole or part of the regions thej

are to be found in; or again they may occur more

thickly in one part or be aggregated into a distinct

little cell group or nest, but even then these cell

groups are seldom so closely packed as are the cell

groups of the intcrmedio-latcral tract. The dura¬

tion of any one of these types of cell arrangement



is inconstant, and although there are levels where

cells seem for a hit to he almost persistent in one

place, this much can he stated as a general rule,

that no middle cell group lasts thro,ugh more than a

few serial sections. If traced further the group

is found cither to shift to some other area, Or to

die out altogether. Occasionally there appears to

he a variation in number of cells parallel with the

oscillations of the intermedio-latcral tract, hut

closer study shews that this is hy no moans absolute

and is probably only a local accidental variation.

Without expressing °^r opinion as regards function

I am inclined to divide the cells I have described

collectively as middle-cells into three groups, bas¬

ing this division merely on the distribution and

arrangement of the cells and on the microscopic ap¬

pearance of the cell-bodies. These divisions are,

however, not very sharply defined either as regards

the character of the individual cells or in the cell

distribution. Still they seem to warrant such a

distribution being made, and to suggest at least that

the colls of the three groups are functionally differ¬

ent. The groups I would make are :
(

(l) The middle cells proper, occurring chiefly in

the central area. These cells are of medium size

and very similar to those of the apical group of the

intermedio-latcral tract, multipolar, polygonal or
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rounded polygonal in shape, with a comparatively

large nucleus and a few chromatic granules round it

in the cell substance. Sometimes scattered, but

very often they occur as a small clump of cells.

With them may be included the cells in the/para-cen-
l

tral area which, Although sometimes forming a dis¬

tinct and separate group, can very often not be
'

separated off from the central cells.

Many of the cells occurring in the reticular

area at levels where the reticular group of the

intermedio-lateral tract is not present (especially

in the lower cervical region) may probably also be

included here.

(2) Anterior central cells in the base of the an¬

terior horn - one of Waldeyer's "scattered" cell

groups. As this name implies, these arc often

simply scattered over the area in question, but

sometimes they' arc aggregated into small cell-nests,

but rarely very compact ones. Although there is no

sharp boundary posteriorly between them and the cen¬

tral cells, they are in the main larger cells and

are further distinguished by their shape. They are

mot so often definitely multipolar and of approxi¬

mately equal diameter in different directions, Mi

more frequently appear to be bipolar, with long-

drawn-out processes. The axis of elongation may

be variously oriented.



With those would fall to ho included the Tniddlc

cells in the external central area of the lateral

enlargements, particularly in the sacral region of

the cord. Possibly also some of the paracentral cells

should be classed here and not in.the previous group.

(3) Post-central cells. These lie in the area be¬

tween Clarke's column and the formatio reticularis,

or in the corresponding region of the grey matter at

levels where Clarke's column is unrepresented. As

with the anterior cells, there is no sharp boundary

between this scries and the central middle cells.

They are often continuous, or the cells may lie be¬

twixt and between the two areas. But although many

cells may be as large, they are distinguished on the

whole by being smaller in size than the central cells

and loss definitely polygonal, more rounded in shape.

They are generally present either as a small clump of

cells, or as a band of cells on the outer and pos-
4

terior aspects of Clarke's column. Posteriorly it

is very difficult to separate this group-from the

posterior-basal and posterior-marginal Cells of

Waldeyer. "

With this division may be included the small

cells present in the area of Clarke's column,, par¬

ticularly when that column is absent or only repre¬

sented by casual cells. Also some of the small cell^

found in the reticular area, especially those between

the nuclei of the reticular group of the intermedio-
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lateral tract. These subdivisions of the middle

cells mat? require modification by other methods of

investigation, particularly by tracing the course and

termination of the cell processes. I have attempted
I

to do this by means of Cajal's silver impregnation

methods but have not succeeded. All I can affirm

is that the fibres arising from the middle-cells run

from the cells in a variety of directions to begin

with but as some could be traced far enough to be

seen doubling more or less sharply upon themselves

this gives no real clue to their destination. In

no case could I follow any one to a termination. The

fibres from the intermedio-lateral tract cells ap-

peared to in jim P nfl mi, in the direction of the

anterior cornua, others, out into the lateral white

columns of the cord. In some, at all events, both

of the middle cells and of the intermedio-lateral

tract cells there was observed an endocellular fib¬

rillary network similarly to that in the large motor

cells of the anterior column.

Clarke's Column ;

Represented by occasional single cells in the

cervical portion of the cord. These begin in C 7

to be more numerous and to be present at shorter

intervals; this process continues till in D 2 the

column becomes a continuous one. It gradually in¬

creases in number of cells reaching a ma®.mum about



D 12 or L 1 thon dies away gradually in L 2 and L 3

till in L 4 and L 5 it is aoparatod only by occasion-^

al colls at intervals. It is not present at all in

the sacral region. < Although the numbers of the cells
f 1

vhry considerably from section to section yet enumera¬

tion reveals no true segmentation such as is found

in the lateral horn cells. The cells are large;

they are probably really multipolar cells and Some

can be definitely seen to be.so7although many seem
to bo roundedAbipolar cells. The nucleus is as a

rule erratic in position.

Posterior Cells :

Certain small cells corresponding in position

to Waldeyer's marginal,basal and central pdsterior"

cells occur. They are not constant anywhere but
VI

may be found at any level of the cord Jiftirr n single

cells or OS a small group of at most three or four

cells. They are small and very like'the middle

cells in appearance. I have not been able to separ¬

ate them off definitely from the post-central middle

cells on the one hand and from reticular cells on

the other.

There are other cells which I have referred to

as large isolated posterior cells. In size and

appearance they are notualike the anterior motor cells.

They occur among the post-central middle cellSjin
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the hinder part of the formatio reticularis or

further hack in the outer posterior marginal zone,

in the posterior "basal or posterior central area,

or, less commonly, on the inner posterior margin.

In the upper cervical region they are very rare,

merely an occasional single cell at long intervals;

in the cervical enlargement they arc found more often

hut always singly. In the dorsal region they again

become rare and indeed appear quite wanting in some

segment's; in the lumbar cord they are much more

abundant, at shorter intervals and sometimes two or

even three may be seen in one section. They con¬

tinue to be fairly common throughout the sacral

region and are found even into the coccygeal segment.
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Dr Alexander Bruce for suggesting this subject for a
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Curator of the College of Surgeons' Museum for the

use of the microphotographic apparatus and lastly,

to the Carnegie Trust, since this thesis is part of

work done under the terms of a grant from the trust

for original research.


